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Abstract 

 
In this thesis paper, the comparison between re-authentication and continuous authentication 
has been performed. Re-authentication is the traditional way to identify users and cannot 
monitor the user in an ongoing process. This has spawned a new breed of authentication 
software that monitors the user continuously during the session. The use of multimodal 
biometric systems in a continuous authentication process, in order to authenticate the user is 
now a reality. There are two research questions in the thesis: Does continuous authentication 
provide a feasible solution for identifying computer users in a transmission session? How is 
system security and usability affected by using a biometric multimodal system during the 
continuous authentication process? 
 
There is a strong need for new technologies to overpass intrinsic limitations of established 
techniques. It is up to us to determine the real potential and limitations of existing techniques. 
There is no best way to protect the user’s computer security, but we can always try to improve 
upon what we have. Security is a process, not a product. Computer security is everyone’s 
responsibility.  
 

 

Key words: security, authentication, biometric, continuous authentication, multimodal 

biometric authentication. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background  

 
In computer security confidentiality depends on authentication mechanisms, such as 
passwords, to safeguard access to information according to [1]. “Security authentication, 
authorization and administration (3A) are the largest and fastest-growing segment of Internet 

security software. With revenues expected to increase at a 2000 to 2005 compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 28% to more than $9.5 billion.”-International Data Corporation 
(august, 2001). “Security refers to a collection of safeguards that ensure the confidentiality of 
information, protects the integrity of information, ensures the availability of information, 

accounts for use of the system and protects the system(s) and/or network(s) used to process 

the information” [1, p40]. 
 
Under the traditional user authentication environment, an external attacker can login to any 
computer and network by stealing the identity of the user. There are no guarantees that an 
authentication system can identify a user, even if organizations or companies have a strict 
security system. Particularly within organizations and companies, all employees could share a 
one-time password or a digital key in some circumstances. In addition, because an employee 
could access any computer and network without an effective personal identity, this opens a 
door for spyware, Trojans and other malicious programs that could easily access the system, 
and bring serious threat and damages to the network security. This will bring loses of 
information and money to the organizations and companies. Knowing who is currently using 
the computer, who is performing, for example, an online banking transaction, or whom you 
are doing business with, etc., is very important. To authenticate a user’s identity is the first 
thing anyone would want in the digital world for business security. A secure authentication 
system is the basis for protecting financial data, companies and organization’s valuable 
information and assets from external and internal threats. 
 
A recent Gartner report [2] has mentioned that identification and authentication services is 
very important in our daily life, because if user can’t not be identified who he claims to be, 
then there is no grantee for organizations to control their information and services. According 
to a February 2001 report from Meridien Research, “online payment fraud will increase from 
$1.6 billion worldwide in 2000 to $15.5 billion in 2005. Additionally, there are justified and 

relevant consumer concerns about identity theft. A recent Jupiter Media Metrix survey found 

that 81 percent of consumers who had security concerns about shopping online cited 

interception of credit card as their primary concern”  [3, p1]. “Whether it is Oprah’s online 
identity that has been compromised, or an online payment system that allows hackers to 

easily steal credit card numbers and other personal information. Without the trust and 

confidence of its customers, a business has no chance of succeeding” [4, p1]. 
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As we go about our daily lives, we often need to verify our identities or someone else’s identity. 
“Reliable identification makes life go more smoothly.”[5, p33] Reliable identification can make 
online business become more efficient and safe. For example, we don’t need to stand in line to 
pay tax or take out money from the bank. Instead we can do all such things online on internet. 
But one has to be careful since online authentication is often cached by the web browser. That is, 
your login information such as your password and your user name is often saved in your browser 
for later use, but there is no control of who is actually is sitting behind the computer. By applying 
a continuous authentication method this problem can be solved, since such method will 
continuously authenticate the user actually sitting behind the computer.  
 
The ASIS/PWC survey of the Fortune magazine 100 companies received 97 responses. The 
interest thing is that, the survey reported the following:  
 

• 25% of the respondents said that they had suffered a financial loss as a result of 
information loss, theft, or misappropriation. On average, the responding companies 
reported 2.45 incidents with an estimated cost of $500,000 per incident. 

• The number of reported incidents per month had increased over the last 17 months. 

• An annual survey conducted jointly by the FBI and the computer security institute (CSI) 
also yielded some interesting numbers. The FBI/CSI survey received 521 responses from 
individuals in the computer security field. Almost across the board, the numbers were up 
for the various types of incidents: 

• 30% of the respondents reported an intrusion from an outside source. 

• 55% of the respondents reported an unauthorized intrusion by a source inside the 
organization. 

• Of those respondents that reported a loss, the average loss from the theft of proprietary 
information increased from $1,677,000 in 1998 to $1,847,652 in 1999. 

• The average loss from financial fraud rose from $388,000 in 1998 to over $1,400,000 in 
1999. 

• The total financial losses due to computer-related crime for the 521 respondents amounted 
to more than $120 million. 
 

The increasing computer and network crime brings big challenges to organizations and 
companies. With the computer network development, Internet has already turned from the first 
generation to the second. Meanwhile, thousands of company and governments realize the 
importance of authentication. As it is known to us all, Internet has the largest information 
resources. It is the openness of the protocol that conveniently links a variety of nets and extends 
the sharing resources. However, because of the lack of authentication procedure and government 
management seriously threats the safety of Internet. The danger appears: illegal visiting, 
pretending to be the management, destroying the database, interrupting the setup of the system, 
spreading the viruses and so on. This asks us to pay more attention to the safety of Internet 
visitors. 
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1.2 Security 

1.2.1 What is security 

In general, security is the condition of being protected against danger or loss. Security is a 
concept similar to safety. The word “security” in general usage is synonymous with “safety”, but 
as a technical term “security” means that something that is not only secure but that also has been 
secured. In [6, p2], security is defined as “the quality or state of being secure-to be free from 
danger”. In the Internet technique area, the types of security in Internet technology area are often 
addressed as following: computer security, data security, application security, information 
security and network security. A successful organization should have the following multiple 
layers of security in place to protect operations according to [7]: 
 

• Physical security-addresses the issues necessary to protect the physical items, objects, or 
areas of an organization from unauthorized access and misuse. 

• Personal security-involves the protection of the individual or group of individuals who are 
authorized to access the organization and its operations. 

• Operations security-focuses on the protection of the details of a particular operation or 
series of activities. 

• Communications security-encompasses the protection of an organization’s 
communications media, technology, and content. 

• Network security and information security are discussed in more details in the following 
sections. 

 
Security professionals try to protect their environments as effectively as possible. These actions 
can also be described as protecting confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA), or 
maintaining CIA. CIA stands for, according to [7]: 
 

• Confidentiality-Ensure that no data is disclosed intentionally or unintentionally. 

• Integrity-make sure that no data is modified by unauthorized personnel, that no 
unauthorized changes are made by authorized personnel, and that the data remains 
consistent, both internally and externally.  

• Availability-although a secure computer must restrict access attempts by unauthorized 
users; it must still make the data available to allow authorized users immediate access. 

 
Moreover, there are no clear boundaries between information and network these two forms of 
security, for example, one of the most publicized types of attack on information system is the 
computer virus. “A virus may be introduced into a system physically when it arrives on a diskette 
or optical disk and is subsequently loaded on to a computer. Viruses may also arrive over an 

Internet. In either case, once the virus is resident on a computer system, internal computer 

security tools are needed to detect and recover from the virus” [7, p8].   
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1.2.1 What is information security 

Thanks to the rapid development of information technology, Internet has become an important 
global dissemination of information tools. According to incomplete statistics, Internet covers 186 
countries, holds nearly 600,000 network in nowadays, including the provision of 600 large-scale 
networking libraries, 400 academic database, 2,000 kinds of online magazines, 900 kinds of 
online newspapers, more than 50 million web site, a variety of services, a total of nearly 1 million 
source of information offering vast amounts of information for exchange and sharing of resources 
of space for user around the whole world. 
 
As a strategic resource, the applications of information have applied from military, scientific, 
technological, cultural and commercial enterprises penetrate into all of areas in society. In the 
social production process, information plays increasingly significant role. Dissemination and 
sharing of information and self-proliferation are the inherent attributes at the same time, also 
requesting the control of information. Such as the sharing of information need to be authorized 
and proliferation is confirmed. Therefore, under any circumstances, the safety and reliability of 
information must be guaranteed. Internet is open and standard for all users. They can share their 
resources through the network. The sharing of resources and information security is a 
contradiction. Since the advent of the Internet, the appearances of computer viruses and online 
hackers have started to be become more and more frequently. 
 
Information is the lifeblood for the modern business. All organizations possess critical or 
sensitive information. The term information security describes “the tasks of guarding digital 
information, which is typically processed by a computer (such as a personal computer), stored on 

a magnetic or optical storage device and transmitted over a network. The concepts often consider 

the goals of information security and how they are accomplished” [7, p5]. 
 
First, information security ensures that protective measures are properly implemented. Second 
information security is intended to protect information. Information must be protected because it 
has value, and that value comes from the characteristics of the information. Three of the 
characteristics of information that must be protected by information security are according to [6]: 
 

• Integrity-integrity ensures that the information is correct and that no unauthorized person 
or malicious software program can or has altered that data. 

• Confidentiality-it ensures that only authorized parties can view information. 

• Availability-although a secure computer must restrict access attempts by unauthorized 
users; it must still make the data available to allow authorized users immediate access. 

1.2.2 What is network security 

 
Network security is concerned, above all else, with the security of company information assets. It 
is a balancing act that requires the deployment of “proportionate defenses”, the defenses that are 
deployed or implemented should be proportionate to the threat. 
 
Network security is the protection of networking competent, connections and contents. The 
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concept often changing with different “perspective” varies according to [7]. For example: users 
(individuals, businesses, etc.) point of view, their wants for personal privacy or commercial 
interests of the information in the transmission network is subject to confidentiality, integrity and 
authenticity of protection, avoid other people or opponent use of wire-tapping, impersonation, 
tampering with, or deny, such as means of violating the interests of users and hidden, but also 
prevent other users of non-authorized access and destruction.  
 
For the operation of network and managers, they want information on the local network access, 
read and write operations such as protection and control, to avoid the “trapdoor”, viruses, 
unauthorized access, denial of service and network resources illegal occupation and illegal 
control, and other threats, repression and defend the network from hackers. From the security 
sector side, they hope that illegal, harmful or state secret filter the information and block it to 
avoid leaking confidential information to avoid harm to the community and the country resulting 
in tremendous losses. From a social perspective, education and ideology, unhealthy content on 
the network, will be the stability of society and human development that are causing obstruction 
must be controlled.  
 
In an essence, network security is the security of information networks, refers to the network 
system hardware, software and system data will be protected from accidental or malicious 
destruction and the reasons for the change, disclosure, continuous and reliable system normal 
operations, network services without disruption. Broadly speaking, any information relating to 
the network the confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity and controllability of the 
relevant technical and theoretical network security are to be on the field. The content of network 
security involves both technical aspects of the problem, but also involves management issues. 
The two of them complement each other, and neither is in dispensable. Focused primarily on 
technical aspects to prevent unauthorized users external attacks, the management will focus on 
the internal human factors management. Ways to more effectively protect critical information and 
data to enhance the safety of the computer network system has become all applications must be 
considered and the need to address an important issue. 
 
In the different environment, network security also generates different issues. They are addressed 
as the following:  
 

• Operating system security: that is, information processing and transmission system 
security. It focuses on ensuring system uptime, and avoids the damage and the collapse of 
the system storage, avoid information getting loss and damage during processing and 
transmission of information, and avoid electromagnetic leakage, have leaked information, 
interfering with other, the interference of others. 

• Network information security system: including user password authentication, user access 
control, data access, control, security, auditing, security tracking, the computer virus 
prevention and data encryption.  

• Dissemination of information on the network security: the consequences of the 
dissemination of information security. Including information filtering. It focuses on the 
prevention and control of illegal and harmful information dissemination of the 
consequences. Avoid large public network to transmit information out of control.  

• Information on the content of network security: It focuses on the protection of 
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confidentiality of information, authenticity and integrity. Avoid the use of system attacks 
the security flaw eavesdropping, impersonation, fraud, and undermine the legitimate user 
behavior. In essence, is to protect the interests of users and privacy. 

 
All the techniques for providing security have two components according to [7, p17]: 
 

1. A security-related transformation on the information to be sent. Examples include the 
encryption of the message, which scrambles the message so that it is unreadable by the 
opponent, and the addition of the code based on the contents of the message, which can be 
used to verify the identity of the sender. 

 
2. Some secret information shared by the two principals and, it is hoped, unknown to the 

opponent. An example is an encryption key used in conjunction with the transformation to 
scramble the message before transmission and unscramble it on reception. 

1.2.3 Authentication 

Authentication is the process of verifying the claimed identity of a user. The network elements 
(NE) environment must offer features to verify the claimed identity of a user before giving that 
user operations access. Depending on the NE and the applications, there could be different kinds 
of authenticators. For example according to [10,p37]: 
 

• The user can be associated with confidential information that only he or she is supposed 
to posses such as: password, private key, or randomly time-varying PIN (such as those 
provided by single-use password tokens) 

• The user can be associated with a distinctive physical or logical address (e.g., user’s 
authorized directory number, network address) 

• The user can be authenticated by certain unique attributes such as: voice or speech 
pattern, handwriting style, palm print, or retina scan. 

 
There are three fundamental techniques used in authentication mechanisms [11, p4]: 
 

• Something you know, which usually refers to passwords and PINs. The simplest 
implementations of passwords and personal identification numbers (PINs) yield the 
simplest of all authentication mechanisms.  

• Something you have, which usually refers to cards or tokens. Physical authentication 
devices, such as smart cards and password tokens, were developed to eliminate certain 
weakness associated with passwords. A major benefit of cards and tokens is that they 
can’t be shared with the same freedom as sharing passwords. 

• Something you are, which refers to biometrics - the measurement of physical 
characteristics or personal traits. Common biometric verification techniques try to match 
measurements from one user’s fingerprint, hand, eyes, face, or voice to measurements that 
were previously collected from him/her. 

 
There are two general applications for this: identification and verification. “With identification, 
the biometric system asks and attempts to answer the question, ‘who is X?’ Verification occurs 
when the biometric system asks and attempts to answer the question, ‘is this X?’ after the user 
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claims to be X. In a verification application, the biometric system requires input from the user, at 
which time the user claims his or her identity via a password, token, or user name. This user input 
points the system to a template in the database. The system also requires a biometric sample from 
the user. It then processes and compares the sample to or against the user. This is called a “one-
to-one search (1:1)” [11, p8]. 
 
Authentication is important because; with the continuous development of the Internet, more and 
more people begin to try online trading. However, viruses, hackers, phishing scams and other 
malicious threats have brought great challenges and potential dangers to the online transactions. 
According to the information survey agency’s survey, it shows that only in the last year, the 
United States because of Internet fraud, making banks and consumers suffer direct losses, 
amounted to $2.4 billion. The average, each victim has paid about $1200 in the event. In Hong 
Kong, the Internet crime fraud has led to a direct loss of 140 million Hong Kong dollars in the 
last year. The endless stream of Internet crime has aroused people's trust on network identity 
crisis. How to prove “Who am I” and how to prevent identity theft and other issues, has become 
the focus of attention again.  
 
People are an integral part of an information system. Although it has often been overlooked in 
computer security considerations, people have always been a threat to information security. Most 
of us know a comic picture of a dog sitting in front of a computer talking to another dog while he 
is typing, “On internet, nobody knows if you are a human or a dog”. This picture tells us that on 
the Internet, it is difficult to authenticate user’s identity. “An authentication mechanism verifies 
the identity, and a separate authorization mechanism ties, the appropriate actions to a person’s 

identity” [9, p33]. 
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1.3 Research questions and problem statement 

Did you have your laptop stolen at busy cafe? Did you lose your laptop at the airport? Did your 
children accidentally delete information on your work computer? Did you forget to log out when 
you went for a coffee break or meeting? Many events and accidents in our daily life have shown 
us that, current authentication mechanisms have a barely addressed problem: they only 
authenticate a user at the login procedure, the system and computer could not monitor the user 
during the whole time of using the computer. If a user leaves the desk without logging out or 
locking computer session, an intruder has an opportunity to use the system. As one of 
components of information system, and one of elements in authentication system, human take a 
big place in the security world. While often overlooked in computer security considerations, 
people have always been a threat to information security.  This means that people can be the 
attacker or an inside company threat: that is they could steal information, forget lock office door, 
etc. Based on these arguments the two following research questions did appear: 
 

• Does continuous authentication provide a feasible solution for identifying computer users 
in a transmission session? 

• How is system security and usability affected by using a biometric multimodal system 
during the continuous authentication process? 

 
The transmission session refers to the time from after a user has logged in to a system until the 
user logs out from the system. 
 
System that uses enhanced authentication and re-authentication often applies a single 
authentication method. If a system contains two or more authentication methods to identify the 
user it’s called a multimodal biometric system. Which means, in the same time, the system will 
capture users’ different types of biometrics (two or more) for authentication. 
 
For example; we have a firewall, a user name and a password, a smart card or a finger print 
scanner. But there is no guarantee from failure originating in users’ behavior. For instance, a user 
could fail by his/hers lack of security knowledge and their insecure behaviors.  
 
“Insufficient communication with the users produces a lack of a user-centered design in security 
mechanisms. Many of these mechanisms create overheads for the users, or require unworkable 

user behavior. It is therefore hardly surprising to find that many users try to circumvent such 

mechanisms.” [1, p40] As a security product or solution, it needs to offer the user a secure 
environment, and prevent the user to make mistakes or potential threats, which may involve 
them. No matter what kind of computer security products we use, it needs to help the users to 
reach their goals: protect their computer security. The product must be capable of allowing the 
user to easily carry out their tasks. Thus, the usability is also is one of our measurements for 
testing the capability of a solution.  
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1.3.1 Purpose of the research  

 
As a computer user, many of us have these questions on our mind: I don’t have important things 
worth protecting, why should I care about security? First of all, there are lots of things with 
values on your computer. Have you saved your password to login your messenger? Have you 
saved your PIN code for login to your bank count? Are there any files or document contains your 
name, personal number and birthday date? Have you saved all your income as file or copied your 
bank record and pasted into a document? All of this information has values for someone that may 
want to access your personal information, financial information or steal your identity. Humans 
have always been the weakest link in an organization's information security program. “User 
behavior plays a part in many security failures, and it has become common to refer to users as 

the weakest link in the security chain.” [12, p1] “The human side of computer security is easily 
exploited and constantly overlooked. Companies spend millions of dollars on firewalls, 

encryption and secure access devices, and its money wasted, because none of those measures 
addresses the weakest link in the security chain.” [13, p1] In [14], it’s pointed out that, if security 
is decreased, then the user’s convenience will increase, which means, that if a company could 
increase their security then it would decrease the user’s convenience. For instance, many 
customers have met fraud by using online shopping platforms, such as Alibaba, eBay or similar. 
For example in China, as a customer, most of people don’t trust online banking; instead they 
prefer to stand in line at the bank for doing their banking business.  
 
With the global information level’s continuously raising, the importance of network and 
information security has been growing in strength. The current network and information security 
industry has become national security, political stability, economic development, social life, 
health, culture and other aspects of survival and protection of the key-supporting role in industry 
for all the countries. Network and information security may affect the individual's work, life, and 
even affect the country's economic development, social stability, national defense and national 
security. Therefore, network and information security industries play an importance status and 
role in the industrial layout, even in the whole country. Even though, the current networking and 
information security situation are still not optimized. 
 
In an essence, we need to ensure that the system could continuous keep normal and reliable 
operations in order to protect network security. Meanwhile we can offer user network services 
without disruption. Broadly speaking, any information relating to the network the confidentiality, 
integrity, availability, authenticity and controllability of the relevant technical and theoretical 
network security are important to do research in the field. The content of network security 
involves both technical aspects of the problem, but also management issues. The two factors 
complement each other, and neither is indispensable. Focused primarily on technical aspects to 
prevent unauthorized users external attacks, the management will focus on the internal human 
factors management. Ways to more effectively protect critical information and data to enhance 
the safety of the computer network system of computer networks has become all applications 
must be considered and the need to address an important issue.  
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1.3.2 Limitations  

 
There are four elements, which may narrow down the research area: 

1. The authentication testing will be performed in order to evaluate the security and usability 
aspects between different authentication methods. Testing will only be done in the 
transmission session, which is the time period from when after a user logged in to the 
system until the time just before the user log out of from the system. 

 
2. This research paper was based on the user's perspective. It gives the limitations of time 

and resources. If the testing was done for longer periods, then the result might have gotten 
more accurate. So the time of the execution is the limitation. 
  

3. Efforts needed to perform the authentication procedure: the purpose was to choose three 
methods for authentication to test, but since username and fingerprints are the most 
commonly used authentication methods in daily work they were chosen. 

 
4. The performance measurement and evaluation covers several elements, such as reliability, 

social acceptance, and false reject error rate and so on. But in this paper, we only focus on 
the security and usability measurement.  
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Chapter 2 Overview of existing authentication methods 

2.1 Authentication methods 

All methods of authentication require you to specify who or what you are and to relay appropriate 
credentials to prove that you are who you say you are. These credentials generally take the form 
of something you know, something you have, or something you are. What you know may be a 
password. What you have could be a smart card. What you are pertains to the field of biometrics, 
in which sophisticated equipment is used to scan a person in some sense to provide 
authentication. The important element is to recognize that different mechanisms provide 
authentication services with varying degrees of certainty. Choosing the proper authentication 
technology largely depends on the location of the entities being authenticated and the degree of 
trust placed in the particular facets of the network. 

2.1.1 Username and password authentication 

In the last years, several papers such as [16, 17, and 18] have been devoted to the study of 
protecting information or resources from unauthorized users. Among them, according to [19,20], 
it mentioned that password authentication is the most acceptable and well used method now days, 
because it is easy to use and perform, low-cost advantages. Username and password are often 
used in the practical world. It’s a method which is based on “what you know” for authentication. 
It is the simplest way of authentication and it provides each user with a unique username and a 
secret password. It is an easy way to get attacked by password guessing. The biggest problem of a 
good password is that users can forget them easily. “Asking a user to recall a single user ID and 
password for one system may seem reasonable, but with proliferation of passwords, users are 
increasingly unable to cope with the username and password is set up by each user, only 

themselves knows” [21, p123]. As long as a user can enter the correct username and password, the 
computer and system will assume that the operator who using the computer is the legal user or 
original user. Actually, many of the users often use a character string, which is easy to guess, 
such as birthday date, telephone number, or a pet’s name as password in order to prevent 
forgetting their password. Or they write down the password on the paper and hide some place 
where they think it might be safe. Thus it may cause the information to get lost or to be stolen. 
Even if one can ensure that one’s username and password won’t be stolen it’s still not very safe. 
This since the username and password is stored in a static state in a database. Thus it needs to be 
transferred on the network platform and over computers memories during the authentication 
process. Every time the authentication information will be the same, so it is easy to get attacked 
by Trojan horses or spy monitors watching traffic on the network. Thus, from security point of 
view, username and password is very unsecure method for authentication. 

2.1.2 Challenge handshake authentication protocol 

The Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) is used to periodically verify the 
identity of the peer using a 3-way handshake. CHAP is a remote access authentication protocol 
that is used in conjunction with a Point-to-Point protocol (PPP) to provide security and 
authentication to users of remote resources. The process of authentication works in the following 
manner: 
 

1. After the link establishment phase is complete, the authenticator sends a “challenge” 
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message to the peer 
2. The peer responds with a value calculated using a “one-way hash” function 
3. The authenticator checks the response against its own calculation and is acknowledged; 

otherwise the connection should be terminated 
4. At random intervals, the authenticator sends a new challenge to the peer, and repeats steps 

one through three [22, p1] 
 
In the previously papers [23], it has been discussed about the advantages and disadvantages of 
CHAP in its implementation:  CHAP provides protection against playback attack by the peer 
through the use of an incrementally changing identifier and a variable challenge value. The use of 
repeated challenges is intended to limit the time of exposure to any single attack.  The 
authenticator is in control of the frequency and timing of the challenges. This authentication 
method depends upon a "secret" known only to the authenticator and the peer.  The secret is not 
sent over the link. Although the authentication is only one-way, by negotiating CHAP in both 
directions the same secret set may easily be used for mutual authentication. Since CHAP may be 
used to authenticate many different systems, name fields may be used as an index to locate the 
proper secret in a large table of secrets.  This also makes it possible to support more than one 
name/secret pair per system, and to change the secret in use at any time during the session. But in 
another hand, CHAP requires that the secret be available in plain text form. Irreversibly 
encrypted password databases commonly available cannot be used. It is not useful for larger 
installations, since every possible secret is maintained at both ends of the link. 

2.1.3 Kerberos authentication 

Most of companies and organizations are an open distributed environment, with employees free 
to access services on servers from each of workstation that located all over the world. The server 
needs to be able to control access to authenticated users and also authenticate user's requests for 
the service. But in this environment, any of that workstation could not be trusted, and it is hard to 
authenticate their users through network. One of the potential threats is that an unauthorized user 
might pretend to be another user to access workstation. Kerberos was developed to address this 
problem. It is a centralized authentication method to authenticate user to server and server to user.  
 
“Kerberos is a trusted third-party authentication service based on the model presented by 
?eedham and Schroeder. Kerberos is a distributed authentication service that allows a process 

(a client), running on behalf of a principal (a user), to prove its identity to a verifier (an 

application server, or just server) without sending data across the network that might allow an 

attacker or the verifier to subsequently impersonate the principal” [24, p33]. 
 
In [7, p92], it explained as “Kerberos is an authentication protocol bawsed on conventional 
encryption that has received widespread support and is used in a variety of systems.”Kerberos 
includes authentication server (AS) and ticket-granting server (TGS). When user send request to 
server for login, then the AS will verify user's identity in system database, and generate TGS 
ticket and a session key to workstation. Workstation will decrypt the message and sends ticket 
and authenticator to TGS and server. Sever verify the ticket and authenticator, it they are match 
then server give grants access to services.  
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2.1.4 Token-based authentication 

 
A token is a security device that authenticates the user by having the appropriate permission 
(such as a password) embedded into the token itself. The essence of token-based authentication is 
that you must have the token in your possession in order to authenticate yourself to the computer. 
The computer will not recognize you without the token, regardless of whether the token was lost, 
lent, or stolen.  Here is a summary of the fundamental properties of tokens from a security 
standpoint according to [25, p256]: 
 

• A person must physically possess the token in order to use it 

• A good token is hard to duplicate 

• A person can lose a token and unintentionally lose access to a critical resource 

• People can detect stolen tokens by taking inventory of the tokens they should have in their 
possession 

 
Token generally fall into two categories: passive and active. In both cases the token incorporates 
a base secret, and one must copy the base secret in order to make a working copy of a particular 
token. A passive token is simply a storage device for the base secret [25, p256]. Examples we can 
find around us in our lives are for example; ATM cards, mechanical keys and specialized devices 
like “data keys”. An active token can generate different outputs under different circumstances. 
For example, an active token can take part in a challenge response authentication protocol, or 
provide other crypto functions that use the token’s base secret. Traditionally, active tokens have 
been either commercial one-time password tokens or smart cards, though other models have 
evolved that plug into existing ports on desktop and laptop computers. 
 
In [25] tokens are presented as a passive authentication method, in the form of a plastic card with 
a magnetic strip. Today, they appear everywhere, for instance, ATM cards, credit cards, driver’s 
licenses, super market VIP cards, employee badges to operate electronic door locks.  

2.1.5 Biometrics 

Biometrics is first introduced in the 1970s and early 1980s. This technology gathers unique 
physiological or behavioral attributes of a person for storing in a database or comparing it with 
data already found in the database. Same as test procedure reference, a biometric is “defined as a 
unique, measurable, biological characteristic or trait for automatically recognizing or verifying 

the identity of a human being. Statistically analyzing these biological characteristics has become 

known as the science of biometrics” [26, p1]. These days, biometric technologies are typically 
used to analyze human characteristics for security purposes. Five of the most common physical 
biometric patterns analyzed for security purposes are fingerprint, hand, eye, face, and voice. To 
help illustrate this point, a much quoted definition is used by the biometrics industry. Three levels 
of security are according to [27, p2]: 
 

• The lowest level of security is defined as something you have in your possession, such as 
an ID badge with a photograph on it 

• The second level of security is something that you know, such as a password used with 
computer login or PIN code to use your bank account card on ATM 
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• The highest level of security is something what you are and something that you do. This is 
essentially what biometric technology is all about 
 

There are two Categories of Biometrics [28, 29, and 30]:  
 

Physiological 

Physiological biometrics use algorithms and other methods to define identities in terms of data 
gathered from direct measurement of the human body. Fingerprint, hand geometry, iris and retina 
scanning, and facial geometry, fingerprints and iris patterns, as well as facial features, hand 
geometry and retinal blood vessels. 
 

Behavioral 

Behavioral biometrics is defined by analyzing a specific action of a person. How a person talks, 
signs their name or types on a keyboard is a method of determining his identity when analyzed 
correctly. Biometrics can furthermore be defined as either passive or active. Passive biometrics 
does not require a user’s active participation and can be successful without a person even 
knowing that they have been analyzed. Active biometrics, do require a person’s cooperation and 
will not work if they deny their participation in the process. Mouse dynamics is one type of 
biometric that can be used in both active as well as passive monitoring. Although biometric 
technologies differ, they all work in a similar fashion: The user submits a sample that is an 
identifiable, unprocessed image or recording of the physiological or behavioral biometric via an 
acquisition device (for example, a scanner or camera). This biometric is then processed to extract 
information about distinctive features to create a trial template or verification template. There are 
some often-used biometrics methods: 
 

Fingerprints 

It can be scanned optically, but the cameras needed are bulky. A capacitative technique uses the 
differences in electrical charges of the whorls on the finger to detect those parts of the finger 
touching a chip and those raised. The data is converted into a graph which ridges are represented 
by vertices and vertices corresponding to adjacent ridges are connected. Each vertex has a 
number approximating the length of the corresponding ridge. At this point, determining matches 
becomes a problem of graph matching. This problem is similar to the classical graph 
isomorphism problem, but because of imprecision in measurements, the graph generated from the 
fingerprint may have different numbers of edges and vertices. Thus, the matching algorithm is an 
approximation. 
 

Voice 

Authentication by voice, also called speaker verification or speaker recognition, involves 
recognition of a speaker's voice characteristics or verbal information verification. The former 
uses statistical techniques to test the hypothesis that the speaker's identify is as claimed. The 
system is first trained on fixed pass-phrases or phonemes that can be combined. To authenticate, 
either the speaker says the pass-phrase or repeats a word (or set of words) composed of the 
learned phonemes. Verbal information verification deals with the contents of utterance. The 
system asks a set of question such as “what is your mother’s middle name?” and “in which city 
were you born?” it then checks that the answers spoken are the same as the answers recorded in 
its database. The key difference is that speaker verification techniques are speaker-dependent, but 
verbal information verification techniques are speaker-independent, replying only on the content 
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of answers.  
 

Eye 

Authentication by eye characteristics uses the iris and the retina. Patterns within the iris are 
unique for each person. Hence, one verification approach is to compare the patterns statistically 
and ask whether the differences are random. A second approach is the correlate the images using 
statistical testes to see if they match. Retinal scans rely on the uniqueness of the patterns made by 
blood vessels at the back of the eye. This requires a laser beaming onto the retina, which is highly 
intrusive. This method is typically used only in more secure facilities.  
 

Face 

Face recognition consists of several steps. First, the face is located. If the user places her face in 
predetermined position (for example, by resting her chin on a support), the problem becomes 
somewhat easier. However, facial features such as hair and glasses may make the recognition 
harder. Techniques for doing this include the use of neural network and templates. The resulting 
image is then compared with the relevant image in the database. The correlation is affected by the 
differences in the lighting between the current image and the referents image, by distortion, by 
“noise,” and by the view of the face. The correlation mechanism must be “trained.” several 
different methods of correlation have been used, with varying degrees of success. An alternative 
approach is to focus on the facial features such as the distance between the nose and the chin, and 
the angle of the line drawn from one to the other.  
 

Keystrokes 

“Keystroke dynamics requires a signature based on keystroke intervals, keystroke pressure, 
keystroke duration, and where the key is struck (on the edge or in the middle). This signature is 

believed to be unique in the same way that written signatures are unique. Keystroke recognition 

can be both static and dynamic. Static recognition is done once, at authentication time, and 

usually involves typing of a fixed or known string” [8, p330].  
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Biometric  Acquisition Device  Sample  Feature Extracted  

Iris Infrared-enabled 
video camera, PC 
camera 

Black and white iris 
image 

Furrows and striations of iris 

Fingerprint Desktop peripheral, 
PC card, mouse 
chip or reader 
embedded in 
keyboard 

Fingerprint image 
(optical, silicon, 
ultrasound or touch 
less) 

Location and direction of 
ridge endings and 
bifurcations on fingerprint, 
minutiae 

Voice Microphone, 
telephone 

Voice Recording Frequency, cadence and 
duration of vocal pattern 

Signature Signature Tablet, 
Motion-sensitive 
stylus 

Image of Signature 
and record of 
related dynamics 
measurement 

Speed, stroke order, pressure 
and appearance of signature 

Face Video Camera, PC 
camera, single-
image camera 

Facial image 
(optical or thermal) 

Relative position and shape 
of nose, position of 
cheekbones 

Hand Proprietary Wall-
mounted unit 

3-D image of top 
and sides of hand 

Height and width of bones 
and joints in hands and 
fingers 

Retina Proprietary desktop 
or wall mountable 
unit 

Retina Image Blood vessel patterns and 
retina 

Table 1. Overview of Biometrics. [25, p36-39] 
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2.1.6 Certificates 
A certificate is “a message signed by a publicly trusted third party. The certification authority 
has to be trusted by the entities using the certificates issued by this trusted party. The certificate 

guarantees that the public key is bound to the entity that is stated and hence assurance that the 

certified party has been identified is the crucial requirement for public key techniques. The most 

widely used format is the X.509 V3 public key certificate” [31, p1]. Among information the 
certificate contains: version, serial number, signature, issuer, validity, subject, subject Public Key 
Information, issuer Unique ID, subject Unique ID, extensions, signature Algorithm, and signature 
Value. 
 
Also certificate authentication is performed via the public-key authentication method. Instead of 
the client sending just a public key, it sends a certificate containing a public key. In brief, the 
certificate authentication works in the following way: The client sends the user certificate (which 
includes the user's public key) to the server. The server uses the CA certificate to check that the 
user's certificate is valid. The server uses the user certificate to check from its mapping file(s) 
whether login is allowed or not. Finally, if connection is allowed, the server makes sure that the 
user has a valid private key by using a challenge. Compared to traditional public-key 
authentication, this method is more secure because the system checks that the user certificate was 
issued by a trusted CA. In addition, certificate authentication is more convenient because no local 
database of the users’ public keys is required on the server [7, 32]. 

2.1.7 Mutual authentication 

Mutual authentication is also called two-way authentication consisting of a client and a server. 
The client needs to prove its identity to the server, and the server proves its identity to the client 
before any application will start. It doesn’t involve user interaction in neither the client process 
nor the server process. So that the client can trust the actual organization or entity’s certification 
chain, and build the connection between them. In [33] the importance of using mutual 
authentication is presented: 

“Mutual authentication ensures that not only is the person behind the keyboard who he claims to 
be, but also proves that the server he is communicating with is who it claims to be. Mutual 

authentication protects the confidentiality of sensitive information by ensuring that the service the 

user is communicating with is genuine.” [33, p6]  

The mutual authentication often used on e-business and online banking. By using mutual 
authentication, users trust the trade entity's certificate or an entity in the certificate chain, which 
means users trust a third party authority. For example, when we shop on eBay, we do not need to 
pay money directly to the shop owner, since we do not trust the offline private payment and the 
show owner. So eBay offered an online payment service-PayPal, which means we can send 
money through PayPal platform, as long as we get products from shop owner, and then the 
PayPal will transfer money to the show owner. The PayPal plays the third party in the online 
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business, to protect customer's rights.   

 

Figure 1. Mutual authentication model [34]. 

 

2.1.8 Multifactor authentication 

 

Multifactor authentication is used to determine the right of an individual to access a physical 
facility or to access data within an information system.  
 
There are many commonly used authenticate methods available, but individually, any of them 
have its limitations or might be easy affected by the environment. In order to make a better and 
stronger authentication, we could combine those methods. For example when you use the ATM 
machine, you need to insert your bank card then enter your PIN code. The bank card refers to 
something you have, the PIN code only known to you, refers to something you know. Then you 
can access your account profile and take out money. By using a multifactor authentication 
method authentication can become more reliable. “A multifactor authentication methodology may 
also include out–of–band 5 controls for risk mitigation. The success of a particular 

authentication method depends on more than the technology.  It also depends on appropriate 

policies, procedures, and controls. An effective authentication method should have customer 

acceptance, reliable performance, scalability to accommodate growth, and interoperability with 
existing systems and future plans” [35, p3]. 
 
Individually, any one of these approaches has its limitations. “Something you have” can be 
stolen, whereas “something you know” can be guessed, shared, or forgotten. “Something you 
are” is generally the strongest approach, but it can be costly to implement. To make 
authentication stronger, we can combine methods, often referred to as multifactor or strong 
authentication. The most common type is two-factor authentication, such as using a PIN code as 
well as a SecurID token to log on to the network. The example of two-factor authentication with 
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which we are probably most familiar is our ATM card—we insert the card (something you have) 
into the ATM machine and enter PIN (something you know) to access our account number and 
perform transactions. We can also use three-factor authentication. For example, if we use 
biometrics to authenticate users on a network, we can store the fingerprint information on the 
systems database, which is only accessible with the user's PIN. And without the PIN and a 
fingerprint scan, the user cannot access system.  

2.2 Elements of an authentication system  

There are several elements that need to be considered. The 1st elements include: person, 
principals and entity, it represent certain people or group of people who need to be authenticate 
the authenticating target. The 2nd elements points out that, we need to distinguish different 
characteristics between the certain people and groups. The 3rd element means each system, server 
or organization, have its owner or administrator who can authorize user and distinguishing certain 
people or groups characteristics from other people or groups. The Authentication mechanism 
work is to validate information which is offered from users. It is magical device which could 
respond to words, numbers etc which are entered by users then it decides if they match or not.  In 
the 5th elements, administrator will grant certain people or groups access the system or server 
when the authentication has succeed by using an access control mechanisms, but if the 
authentication process fails then the mechanisms will not let user access to system or server.  

 

Authenticatio

n element 

Cave of the 40 
thieves 

Password login Teller machine Web server to client 

Person, 

principal, 

entity  

Anyone who 
knew the 
password 

Authorized 
user 

Owner of a 
bank account 

Web site to client 

Distinguishing 

characteristic, 

token, 

authenticator 

The password 
“open, sesame” 

Secret 
password 

ATM card and 
PIN 

Public key within a 
certificate  

Proprietor, 

system owner, 

administrator 

The forty 
thieves 

Enterprise 
owning the 
system 

Bank Certificate authority 

Authenticatio

n mechanism  

Magical device 
that responds to 
the words 

Password 
validation 
software 

Card validation 
software 

Certificate validation 
software 
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Authenticatio

n element 

Cave of the 40 
thieves 

Password login Teller machine Web server to client 

Access control 

mechanism  

Mechanism to 
roll the stone 
from in front of 
the cave 

Login process, 
access controls 

Allows banking 
transactions 

Brower marks the page 
“secure” 

Table 2. Examples of the five elements in an authentication system. [25, p3] 

The table was based on the story “Alibaba and the 40 thieves”. Alibaba found a cave that had lots 
of treasure that was guarded by 40 thieves. His brother also knew about this cave, and always 
tried to find the secret code that could open the cave’s door. The distinguishing characteristic was 
knowledge of the password. Alibaba saw the thieves say: “open sesame”. Then they could access 
the cave. The owner and proprietors were the 40 thieves. The stone would move away by the 
access control mechanism that granted access to the cave. Another example; each student at 
school is allowed to use the computers, by their individual and unique username and password. 
By entering his or hers username and password, the computer system then identifies the person as 
a student. The distinguishing characteristic for each student is the password. So the user can be 
able to access the system. During the login process, the computer system compared the entered 
password and username against the ones entered by the used by user. If the two match, then the 
access control mechanism allows user to proceed with using the system. By using individually 
and unique usernames and passwords, the system can makes access control decision on protected 
resources. 

2.3 Attacks 

In the famous war strategy book “The war of Sunzi”, it is said that the best way for defending 
yourself is to know your enemy well. In our case, in the computer security world, users are 
always trying to protect themselves against different attacks, threats and potential enemies, for m 
stealing their information. Thus we need to know about our enemy better. 
 
“An attack is an act or action that takes advantages of a vulnerability to compromise a controlled 
system. It is accomplished by a threat agent that damages or steals an organization’s information 

or physical asset. Vulnerability is an identified weakness in a controlled system, where controls 

are not present or are no longer effective. Unlike threats, which are always in existence, attacks 

exist when a specific act or action comes into play and may cause a potential loses.” [6, p63] 
 
In [25], attacks are classified into five different levels of prevalence. The different levels indicate 
the relative knowledge and resources the attacker will need, as well as the degree to which such 
attacks seems to occur. Attackers faced with very attractive targets will send significant amounts 
of effort on intrusions.  
 

• Trivial attack-anyone who knows the “trick” behind one of these attacks can perform it 
using conventional software already present on a typical workstation. The attack doesn’t 
rely on special hacker tools or nonstandard software. Anyone can do it if he or she knows 
how 
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• Common attack-attacker must acquire specific software tools or take similar steps that 
may indicate premeditation. The common attacks often have: password sniffing and/or 
viruses 

• Physical attack-these attacks require the attacker’s physical presence at the point of attack. 
They may also require the manipulation of computer hardware and/or special hardware 
tools. The attacks may also depend on special knowledge and training 

• Sophisticated attack-a sophisticated attack is an attack that requires sophisticated 
knowledge of security vulnerabilities. While common attacks may be performed by 
people with good tools and limited knowledge or skill, a sophisticated attack may require 
the attacker to construct a tool to implement the attack 

• Innovative attack-these are attacks that exploit theoretical vulnerabilities that have not 
been publicly demonstrated to be practical. It often brings significant resources to bear in 
order to breach a strong security mechanism 

 
The overall of general attacks are represented as following: 
 

Attack  Security problem Prevalence Attack description  

Keystroke confusion Masquerade as 
someone else 

Obsolete A bug found in the 
timesharing software 
allowed a peculiar sequence 
of characters to skip 
password checking 

Password file theft Recover all other 
users' passwords 

Obsolete Weak protection of 
password file allowed its 
contents to be stolen 

Trojan horse Recover hidden 
information, like a 
password file 

Common, 
sophisticated, or 
innovative 

Attacker writes a program 
that gets used by the victim. 
Unknown to the victim, the 
program copies or modifies 
the victim’s data. A virus is 
a well-known example 

On-line password 
guessing 

Recover a user’s 
password  

Trivial  Interactive trial-and-error 
attack to try to guess a 
user’s password 

Password audit 
review 

Recover a user’s 
password 

Common  Review audit records of a 
user’s mistakes while 
logging on to make guesses 
of the user’s password 

Helpful disclosure Recover a user’s 
password 

Trivial  Attacker convinces a victim 
to reveal a password in 
support of an apparently 
important task 
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Attack  Security problem Prevalence Attack description  

Bogus password 
change 

Recover a user’s 
password 

Trivial  Attacker convinces victim 
to change their passwords to 
a word selected by the 
attacker 

Rubber hose 
disclosure 

Recover hidden 
information, like a 
user’s password 

Physical  Attacker uses threats or 
physical coercion to recover 
secret information from the 
victim  

Shoulder surfing  Recover a user’s 
password  

Trivial  Attacker watches a user 
type his password, then uses 
it himself 

Keystroke sniffing  Recover a user’s 
password  

Common  Software watches 
keystrokes transmitted from 
the user to the system for 
typed-in user names and 
passwords, save for later 
user 

Trojan login  Recover a user’s 
password 

Common  Run a program that mimics 
the standard login program, 
but collects user names and 
passwords when people try 
to log on  

Table 3. Attack summary. [25, p69] 

 
According to [6 and 7] other attacks are also available:  
 

1. Password crack-attempting to reverse-calculate a password is often called cracking. A 
cracking attack is a component of many dictionary attacks. It is used when a copy of the 
security account manager data file can be obtained.  

2. Brute force-the application of computing and network resources to try every possible 
combination of options of a password is called a brute force attack. Since this is often an 
attempt to repeatedly users’ passwords to commonly use accounts, it is sometimes called 
a password attack. 

3. Dictionary-this is another form of the brute force attack noted above for guessing 
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passwords. The dictionary attack narrows the field by selecting specific accounts to attack 
and uses a list of commonly used passwords (the dictionary) instead of random 
combinations. 

4. Spoofing-spoofing is a technique used to gain unauthorized access to computers, wherein 
the intruder sends messages to a computer that has an IP address that indicates that the 
messages are coming from a trusted host. To engage in IP spoofing, a hacker must first 
use a variety of techniques to find an IP address of a trusted host and then modify the 
packet headers so that it appears that the packets are coming from that host. 
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Chapter 3 Method  

3.1 Methodology overview  
 
The methodology which has been followed consists of the following parts: 

1. A literature review 

2. Research approach (type of design) 

3. Data collection 

4. Data analysis 

5. Testing 

6. Result analysis 

7. Conclusion and discussion 

The literature review step served as a base from which the researcher could start her work. 
During the literature review everything from books, articles and newspapers to internet and 
internal documents from the company where the thesis were conducted regarding the research 
area has been analyzed. 
 
According to [36 and 37] one can make one of two choices a when it comes to the research 
approach; qualitative or quantitative.  Debates between researchers qualitative over quantitative 
or vice versa have been fluctuating recently in the literature concerning research methods.  “The 
choice between qualitative and/or quantitative approach is based on the fundamental values on 

which they are founded, including belief in the valuableness of inquiry, belief in the theory-

leadenness of facts, belief in that reality is multiple and constructed, and belief in the fallibility of 

knowledge.” [36, p101] Qualitative research seeks “why” not the “how” of its research area, 
through the unstructured information, for instance: interview, photos, documents and videos. In 
the thesis paper, a qualitative method seems to be appropriate for answering the research 
questions. The goal of the qualitative method is to gain a deeper understanding of the problem 
situation. Based on these and other authors’ writings the researcher has chosen followed the 
qualitative research approach.  
 
The data collection has been preformed as a series of interviews together observations of the 
persons being interviewed. This has helped the researcher to user stand the user target, needs and 
problems during this phase. The interviews and observations have been structured as accordingly 
to the design methods of Paul.D.Leedy.  
 
According to Yin [38], researchers can choose a research strategy from among an experiment, a 
survey, a history, an analysis of archival records, and a case study, depending on the character of 
research questions or overall aim of the study. A single case study was structured during this 
thesis. In [39], it has pointed out the purpose of a case study is mean to have depth understanding 
for a poorly understood situation. The case study was coordinated with a local software company 
which software in of inters to better understand and see and get the chance experience the 
concepts of research in real life. The data analysis of this thesis can be divided into two parts: 
categorization and interpretation of the data in terms of common themes and synthesis to get an 
overall portrait of the case. In a single case study this involves several steps as of [39] which are 
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all covered in detail in Chapter 3.4. 
 
The main part of the testing in this thesis is within the area of biometrics testing concepts from 
the national biometric test center collected works 1997-200 [40] has been studied. Their method 
was studied and applied during the testing phase of this thesis which can be found in Chapter 4. 
The testing design has been conducted mainly in order to try to compare the perceived security 
and usability with the actual security. The security and usability have been measured according to 
a set of metrics defined as a result of the literature study. It is important to normalize these 
metrics, making it possible to compare the results from different authentication methods. The aim 
of the test was to contribute to an estimate and comparison of the level of security when the 
different methods are performance in the transmission session environment. 
 
When analyzing the results from the testing phase two factors where the main focus; the security 
criteria and the usability criteria. The performance of continuous authentication system can 
analyzed from viewpoints of the users. Users are most concerned about everyday usability and 
security of the system. They want to protect their own information, or information from 
companies. When analyzing and testing, it is very important to have a proper amount of data. 
Profiles from 10 users were observed during the testing phase. More details about the data 
analysis strategies are found in Chapter 3.4. 
 
As a last part of this thesis the researcher has made a series of conclusions and presented a 
discussion in Chapter 5 about the findings during this thesis work. 
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3.2 Selection and description of the site and participants  

3.2.1 Company description  

The case study was done in cooperation with a local Luleå company: BehavioSec for a deeper 
understanding of the situation of continuous authentication and the markets need for it. The 
Swedish company BehavioSec was established 2006 at the Aurorum Science Park in Luleå. The 
company and its products are a direct result from scientific research made by students from Luleå 
University of Technology in 2004. There are 4 employees working in the company present time. 

3.2.2 Volunteer selection 

“In the case of operational testing, the experimenter may have no control over the users of the 

system. It may be necessary to select unevenly from volunteers in order that the volunteer crew is 

as representative as possible, and does not under-represent known problem cases.” [41, p3] Re-
authentication and continuous authentication both belongs to enhanced authentication. According 
to [14, 42], the primary customers that have the need for an enhanced authentication system are: 
Defense departments, Pharmaceutical companies, Governmental organizations, Health care and 
Private enterprises. The need of enhanced authentication, which include re-authentication, and 
continuous authentication are also based on where the market will be divided into industries, 
geographical areas and company size. 
 
Analyzing the customer’s needs the market can then be segmented into three groups, see Figure 
2. Each group has the same security needs even though they may be diverse in their business 
idea.  

 

Figure 2. Enhanced authentication user target. [42] 

MNE: multinational enterprises combined with larger companies have longer sales cycles and 
enables larger deals; this makes them a target for data thieves. According to the market 
requirements, in this master thesis, volunteers were chosen from bank and software companies, 
who needs and are interested in the continuous authentication for their work.  

For the authentication testing in this paper, I have chosen users from two groups: Financial 
institutions and ICT. Financial institutions such as banks and accountancies have a need to 
protect their client’s assets. Their main interest is to retain their customer’s trust. In ICT, which 
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refers to all the companies that handle information and communication for third parties that have 
the need to protect their systems from information leakages? Another reason behind the volunteer 
selection is because of language issue and security issue. Some of companies or organizations are 
not concerned about their information security, so the researcher couldn’t perform the 
investigation in these locations. 

All of them were fully informed as to the required data collection procedure. They presented a 
mix of different age, education and gender. 

3.2.3 Test size  

In [41], the size of an evaluation, in terms of the number of volunteers and the number of 
attempts made will affect how accurately we can measure error rates. The larger the test, the 
more accurate the results are likely to be. 
According to [41], it provides no statistical method for determining the required size of the test. 
30 is the general number of participants, but one has to keep in mind that there are several 
important factors that may influence the decision about this number. The user test was run with 
10 participants, all of who were experienced users of computers with different skills and 
experience regarding authentication methods. All participants were chosen from the computer 
field companies. They represented a mix of ages, genders, educational levels and areas of 
professional expertise. The participants had to have some technical skills and computer 
experience, why is described in more details later on, to be able to be chosen as a participant to 
answer the interview questions. 
To obtain participants, unstructured interviews were conducted with users from computer 
companies. All those responding were invited to participate, though some withdrew when they 
could not attend an appointment for enrollment. The volunteer crew was thus self-selecting, 
consisting of people working in computer companies.  

3.3 Data collection strategies 

According to [39], in a case study, it is suggested, as I did, to collect extensive data on the 
individual(s) and events(s) on which the investigation is focused. These data include 
observations, interviews, documents and audiovisual materials (e.g., photographs, videotapes, 
and audiotape). Also I have recorded details about the context of the case, including information 
about the security environment social factors and environment conditions that have bearing on 
the situation. By doing this way, it help me to draw the conclusions later on. 
 
In the thesis, the methods of data collection that were used were observation and interviews. 
Interviews are an essential source of case study evidence because most case studies are about 
human affairs [43]. In the interviews, the role of the questions was to introduce the users in order 
for them to be aware of what was important regarding security, usability, continuous 
authentication issue, and effort needed. 
 
For conducting a productive interview, several steps were taken, based on [39]. The interview 
questions were identified in advance. The purposes of the interviews are represented to the user 
group. In order to give users a suitable and comfortable environment to process the interview, the 
location were chosen at their own offices and meeting room. Before the interview, users’ 
permission was admitted. It is important to avoid putting words into user’s mouth so there is no 
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question designed with a yes or a no answer. 
The [38] were studied and used in order to design interview questions, the interview questions are 
concerned to the following: 
 

• User’s beliefs and perspectives about different security methods in their daily work during 
the using of computer 

• User’s feelings and experience with security methods 

• User’s motives for security and their expectations 

• User’s present and past behaviors, for example, what different kind of authentication 
methods they have been using, and do they still use them and what is the problem if they 
no longer to use them now. 

• The standards for user’s behavior is that, a good security solution, method or product 
should be able to offer users a good user experience while keeping their computer secure 

 
The interviews were prepared by making an appointment and explaining the purpose of the 
interviews to all the volunteers. I had prepared a checklist, an agenda, and questions for the 
interviews. The suggestions in [38] were studied before doing the interviews in order to avoid 
asking leading questions. During the interviews, notes were taken covering everything from the 
answers to the questions to small talk in order to give me a good base before analyzing the 
material gathered. Before the user authentication testing started, the notes were reviewed in case 
if I would discover follow-up questions or needed additional information. So that I had time to 
contact the interviewee as soon as possible if I needed. The interview involved a wide range of 
people, including employees and managers. They represent mixed age, education level and 
different computer experience. In [41], it suggests a method to collect data that were followed to 
avoid data collection errors. The typical errors were: 
 

• Volunteers using the system incorrectly, mistakenly using a fingerprint scanner upside 
down 

• Cases where a blank or corrupt image is acquired if the user enters a PIN but moves on 
before a proper image is captured 

• Volunteers being issued with the wrong PIN 

• Typing errors in Pin entry 

• Using the wrong body part, e.g., using a middle finger when the index finger is required 

• For the continuous authentication testing, the data that are collected will depend on the 
biometric system implementation. Which means the data collection need user’s mouse 
movement, keystroke during their day work 

 
During the interviews, the feedback was concerned about the past and present user's experience. 
In the observation, it was invaluable aids for understanding the actual users of the security or 
potential problems being encountered. It added new dimensions for understanding the context 
and the phenomenon being studied from the case study point of view. Interviews involve getting 
people to recall and convey information they have had during the working process, and the 
security issues that they met or have had difficulties with. However, users are not always reliable, 
even when they try to be and say what they think is the truth. As odd as it may sound, people 
often do not have completely accurate perception of what they do or how they do it. This is 
especially true concerning security issues from the past or issues that people will meet in the 
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future. People cannot always be trusted to interpret and report their own actions reliable. Their 
feelings and impressions often chances during over time. Due to this fact the observation part of 
the data collection was conducted as the second step in the data collection part. Thus I can 
supplement what people tell me by watching what they do in their work.  
 
According to [39], few suggestions were taken and prepared before apply observation. The 
testing methodology [40] were studied and used for the user authentication testing. Only the most 
relevant measurements were selected. Before observations started, the CFO of the company 
introduced me to the people researcher was going to interview and observe. The study purpose 
and the observation process were introduced briefly to the volunteers, in order to get permission 
to be a participant in this study. I used a note book to record the observations; not only did I note 
the user’s behavior and the authentication process but also considered the environment and 
weather condition, which may affect the testing process or later results. 
 
In qualitative research, there are two kinds of observations; either as a relative outsider or as a 
participant observer. Because of the time consuming nature, participant-observation have been 
chose, since the researcher is not merely a passive observer, but actually participate in the events 
being studied. The observation was held in each volunteer’s office. Because of the biometric 
behavior testing, the software needs to capture each individual user’s behavior. Such as the way 
they use computer, keyboard and mouse. The intent is behavioral measures will be more 
accurately reflect reality than what user themselves believe. In this case, behavioral information 
will substantiate what users have told me directly. For the re-authentication the observation was 
controlled to avoid collect wrong or mistake data, such as if user use wrong finger etc. But for the 
continuous authentication test, the participant observation was used to avoid cause user to change 
their normal operating behavior. On the other hand, users under observation may follow exact 
procedures more carefully than they typically do. For more reality and capture user’s normal 
behavior, the participant-observation can makes user more comfortable and make the test flow 
more smoothly.  

3.4 Data analysis strategies 

The methods of data analysis are devices into two parts: categorization and interpretation of data 
in terms of common themes, and synthesis into an overall portrait of the case. Data analysis in a 
case study typically involves the following steps [39]: 
 

1. Organization of details about the case. The specific “facts” about the case are arranged in 
a logical (e.g., chronological) order 

2. Categorization of data: categories are identified that can help cluster the data into 
meaningful groups 

3. Interpretation of single instances. Specific documents, occurrences, and other bits of data 
are examined for the specific meanings they might have in relation to the case 

4. Identification of patterns. The data and their interpretations are scrutinized for underlying 
themes and other patterns that characterize the case more broadly than a single piece of 
information can reveal 

5. Synthesis and generalizations. An overall portrait of the case is constructed. Conclusions 
are drawn that may have implications beyond the specific case that has been studied 
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In the data analysis, the observation and interview feedback from users will be presented. The 
data will be devised into two categorizations: security and usability. The metric template were 
studied and used for data analysis. It describes the details of the facts, motivation, and feelings 
from user’s perspective. In both processes the researcher got different feedback from the users. 
For example, when users were about what they think about using username and password for 
authentication, most of them answered it is easy to use. And to get it more secure they usually set 
the password with mixed characters. In the observation, each user needed to choose a password 
with a minimum of eight characters. Some of them did not remember their password so they had 
to write them down. In the continuously session test, many user answered that they will not leave 
office for long, but during the testing, many users had the habit to leave their office without 
locking the door, which could increase the potential of getting their data stolen. 
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3.4.1 Metric template 

 

When defining the metrics, the template defined in [44] was used and the results from [45] were 
studied. The metric templates helped to identify and define some of the major problems in this 
study.  A modification on the template given in [46] was made by adding reliability and validity 
to help measuring the completeness and correctness of the metrics. The template metric is 
presented in the table below: 
 

Metric ID The unique identifier of current metric. 

Name Name of the metric (short form). 

Performance 
Goal 

Measure and see if objectives and/or techniques stated by the metric 
are implemented. 

Performance 
Objective 

Discretion of actions required to accomplish the performance goal. 

Metric Description of what we are measuring with this metric. 

Purpose The goal of this metric 

Implementation 
Evidence 

Tasks and sub-question to help measuring the critical element. 

Frequency How often the metric is conducted. 

Formula Describes the calculation performed. Assessed as a quantitative 
result. 

Data Source The data used to perform the metric. 

Indicator What the metric is trying to percent. 

Reliability The possibility for incidental and random errors performed by this 
metric. 

Validity The fact that we measure the purpose of this metric. 

Table 4. Metric template. 

3.4.2 Security criteria  

Vaclav [47] has discusses advantages and disadvantages of biometric authentication systems and 
proposes a classification of such systems making it possible to compare the biometric systems 
reasonably. It also lists a set of parameters used for evaluating differences among various 
authentication systems. The fact that fingerprint are tested, makes these parameters usable when 
evaluating the different authentication systems. The parameters have been modified and are listed 
below: [47, p8] 

Liveness testing: 

• Measures whether or not the biometrics is from a living person, e.g. blood circulation, 
body heat, etc. 

• Makes the attack more difficult. A combination of multiple liveness tests can make the 
system more secure. 

• Scale: no, yes or multiple. 
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Tamper resistance: 

• Without tamper resistance or supervision the system can be tampered with and 
forged/replied biometric data can be injected into the system.  

• Scale: no, moderate or advanced. 
 

Secure communication: 

• The communication among modules within a tamper-resistant cover doesn’t need to be 
secured, but the communication over an insecure line should be authenticated and 
encrypted.  

• Scale: no or yes. If yes; the length of the encryption key indicates the level of security 
using the specified algorithm.  

 

Traditional authentication: 

• In [47], it refers to traditional authentication as something one knows (e.g. PIN or 
password) and/or has (e.g. smart card, key or passport).  

• Scale: sufficient/not sufficient, any time, required and/or malfunction. 
 
In [47] the “secure communication” parameter has been evaluated using yes or no answers. When 
using a secure communication, authentication and/or encryption, it is useful to assign a weight to 
the “yes”-alternative according to the length of keys used. The fact that the key is long does not 
guarantee security, but if it is short it is obvious that such a system is insecure. By evaluating the 
systems using these parameters, a classification of the systems can be done. The [47] has 
proposed four different levels, listed in Table 10 and described in more details below, as of [47]: 
 

Level 1: Very simple systems  

• No tamper resistance: these systems offer restricted security and are easily evaded 
(unplugging the device or injection of previous eavesdropping information).  

• Communication among modules need not be encrypted nor authenticated. No liveness 
test: successful biometric authentication is a sufficient mean of authentication. 

 

Level Liveness Tamper 

resistant 

Secure 

communication 

Traditional 

authentication 

1 No  No No Sufficient/any time 

2 No  No  No Sufficient/malfunction 

3 Yes Moderate Yes/score Not sufficient 
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Level Liveness Tamper 

resistant 

Secure 

communication 

Traditional 

authentication 

4 Multiple Advanced Yes/score Not sufficient/required  

Table 5. Level of security classification. 

 

Level 2: Simple systems 

• No tamper resistance: the easiest attacks are eliminated, but can be tampered with, by e.g. 
fake biometrics.  

• Require mutual authentication and encrypted communication.  

• Some level of security, but still low.  

• Traditional authentication is offered as sufficient authentication in cases of malfunctions.  
 

Level 3: Intermediate systems  

• Exposed components must be guarded or tamper resistant; resistant to moderate attacks. 
Advanced tampering/artificial biometrics is able to evade the system.  

• Some kind of liveness testing. Communication must be mutually authenticated and 
encrypted.  

• The system never offers traditional authentication as a sufficient method.  
 

Level 4: Advanced systems  

• Advanced (multiple) liveness test.  

• Exposed and un-guarded components must be tamper resistant. Able to resist advanced 
tampering attacks. 

 

Communication must be authenticated and encrypted, except within a tamper resistant 

box.  

• A supplemental traditional authentication method is necessary.  

• Resist professional/advanced/well-founded attacks. 
 
Thus, according to these criteria, the [48, 49] have pointed out that, the most important thing to 
measure is the use of multiple authentications and if the authentication methods used are from 
different categories: knows, has and/or is. By using multiple authentication methods could  leads 
an authentication system to security improvement.”  

3.4.3 Metrics for security  

I use three metrics for security tests: username/password, fingerprint and behavior biometric. The 
performance goal allows the users to successfully authenticate themselves. There are five 
evidences during the implementation. These are based on the security criteria. The livness testing 
from a living person gives one point, if the test fail then zero point; if the system contains tamper 
resistance then it gives one point, if not it gives zero point, but if it contains advanced tamper 
resistance, which means avoiding data to be able to get injected in to the system it will gives two 
points.   
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An encrypted system and communication with specific algorithms could give higher security to 
the user. Also it can make attacks more difficult. So if a system has encrypted communication it 
will get one point, else zero point. A multiple authentication usually contains two or more 
authentication methods, which can bring higher security to the system. If the system contains a 
multiple authentication methods it will get two points.  
 

Metric ID SM-1 

Name Username and password 

Performance 
Goal 

Successful authentication  

Performance 
Objective 

Verify if the correct user got login  

Metric If the system be able to verify the correct user got logged in 

Purpose Does the system provide a secure login function or not  

Implementation 
Evidence 

1.liveness metric  
2.tamper resistance 
3.secure communication 
4.traditional authentication 
5.multiple authentication  

Frequency Every five minutes  

Formula Points: one point for one to four evidence; two points for advanced 
tamper resistance; two points if it is multiple authentication  

Data Source Instruction manual 

Indicator How secure the authentication is 

Reliability The choice of password from user can affect the test result 

Validity Will give an indication on whether or not the authentication is secured 

Table 6. Security metric for username and password. 

 

Metric ID SM-2 

Name Repeated fingerprint 

Performance 
Goal 

Successful authentication  

Performance 
Objective 

Verify if the correct user got login  

Metric If the system be able to verify the correct user got logged in 

Purpose Does the system provide a secure login function or not  

Implementation 
Evidence 

1.liveness metric  
2.tamper resistance 
3.secure communication 
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4.traditional authentication 
5.multiple authentication  

Frequency Every five minutes  

Formula Points: one point for one to four evidence; two points for advanced 
tamper resistance; two points if it is multiple authentication  

Data Source Instruction manual 

Indicator How secure the authentication is 

Reliability The choice of password from user can affect the test result 

Validity Will give an indication on whether or not the authentication is secured 

Table 7. Security metric for fingerprint. 

 

Metric ID SM-3 

Name Continuous authentication-behavior biometric  

Performance 
Goal 

Successful authentication  

Performance 
Objective 

Verify if the correct user got login  

Metric If the system be able to verify the correct user got logged in 

Purpose Does the system provide a secure login function or not  

Implementation 
Evidence 

1.liveness metric  
2.tamper resistance 
3.secure communication 
4.traditional authentication 
5.multiple authentication  

Frequency Continuously  

Formula Points: one point for one to four evidence; two points for advanced 
tamper resistance; two points if it is multiple authentication  

Data Source Instruction manual 

Indicator How secure the authentication is 

Reliability The choice of password from user can affect the test result 

Validity Will give an indication on whether or not the authentication is secured 

Table 8. Security metric for behavior biometric. 
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3.4.4 Usability criteria 

Usability of an authentication system is strongly related to speed and accuracy. If the 
authentication system is to slow in the process of verification and identification of the user, it will 
not be successful. The usability can be affected by many factors. According to Robert Stocker [50, 
p1] some factors are: 
 

• Time to learn 

• Speed of performance 

• Subjective satisfaction 

• Rate of errors by users/system 
 
The learning phase affects both the cost of implementing the system and to gain acceptance 
among the users. If the learning phase requires a lot of time and patience, it is not certain that the 
users, often employees, are willing to use the system. This will make the implementation of the 
system a waste, and a lot of time and money may be lost. Effort is strongly related to the time 
consumption, and the subjective opinion of the effort needed is more easily measured. 
 
The speed of performance is closely related to the concept of acceptable time of use. Users are 
getting critical to the use of a system if it takes to much effort and time. If an authentication 
system is to be put into practice and use, it is important that the number of errors caused by the 
system is small or zero. One has to implement the system and test in practice to measure the 
amount of system errors, and to see how it functions in the real world. Determining system errors 
is therefore a time consuming task, but it is still very important factor. 
 
The most important part in data collection is the feedback, feelings from user which regarding the 
usability of the authentication system. Their opinion is important and valuable but there is no 
standard to measure. To get more validity information, the predefined scale was used when 
asking users about their feeling and feedback about the system. 

3.4.5 Metrics for usability  

The usability metrics design was based on the usability criteria. The performance goal is to 
provide user a good usability. The implementation evidence were based on the usability criteria, 
which concerned about how long it takes user to learn; speed of performance; if easily and 
quickly to login a user; rate of errors by user or system; help user avoid from making mistakes, 
how often the system will fail to login the correct user; if user are happy or like to use the system, 
and performance of the procedure. The implementation and measurement are representing as 
following: 
 

Time to learn 

If the method requires the user to take his or hers time to memorize or remember some certain 
information in order to login, then the answer for this measurement is yes, and it will gives zero 
point. If there is no need effort to do it, then the answer is no, and it will get one point, because it 
can help user to login in an efficient way. 
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Speed of performance 

It’s used to test how fast the method can login the login. If the system can verify the user quickly 
and have a smooth identification process, then the answer to this evidence is no, because there is 
no extra time that the user need to wait. So it gets zero point; if the login process takes a while or 
easily gets affected by the condition, then it will take time to perform the login process, and get 
one point. This is motivated since this could give the method lower usability. 
 

Rate of errors by user or system 

Any of the authentication methods should be able to verify that the user is the one he or she 
claims to be. If the method makes a mistake or login a fake user, then the authentication will not 
succeed, and it will get one point if this happens; if this situation won’t happen then it will get 
zero point.  
 

Subjective satisfaction 

Users are seeking an easy and efficient way to authenticate themselves. If the authentication 
method can give them a good user experience, then users are willing to use the method in their 
daily work.  And a good user experience is based on the three evidences above. Thus, if they have 
good experience with the method, then it will get zero points; but if this method couldn’t give the 
users satisfaction then it will get one point. 
 

Metric ID UM-1 

Name Username and password 

Performance 
Goal 

To provide good usability  

Performance 
Objective 

Verify the user during the transmission session  

Metric To verify that the user is intact the one he or she states to be. And 
also to verify that this method is useful for the user. 

Purpose To investigate if the username and password method for re-
authentication is a feasible solution.  

Implementation 
Evidence 

1. time to learn      
2. speed of performance 
3. rate of errors by users or system 
4. subjective satisfaction  

Frequency Once per user  

Formula Points are given depending on how good this solution performs in the 
testing, each factor of usability get one point. (If the answer is No 
then get zero point. If Yes, then get one point)  

Data Source Feedback from users during interviews 

Indicator This metric indicates how feasible this solution is. 
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Reliability Using >30 test people could strengthen statistical reliability of the 
result  

Validity There is always the chance of human error. 

Table 9. Username and password metric table. 

 

Metric ID UM-2 

Name Fingerprint 

Performance 
Goal 

To provide good usability  

Performance 
Objective 

Verify the user during the transmission session 

Metric To verify that the user is intact the one he or she states to be. And 
also to verify that this method is useful for the user. 

Purpose To investigate if the fingerprint method for re-authentication is a 
feasible solution.  

Implementation 
Evidence 

1. time to learn  
2. speed of performance 
3. rate of errors by users or system 
4. subjective satisfaction  

Frequency Once per user  

Formula Points are given depending on how good this solution performs in the 
testing, each factor of usability get one point. .( If the answer is No 
then get zero point, if Yes, then get one point) 

Data Source Feedback from users during interviews 

Indicator This metric indicates how feasible this solution is. 

Reliability Using >30 test people could strengthen statistical reliability of the 
result 

Validity There is always the chance of human error. 

Table 10. Fingerprint metric table. 

 

Metric ID UM-3 

Name Biometric  

Performance 
Goal 

Provide good usability  
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Performance 
Objective 

Verify the user during the transmission session  

Metric To verify that the user is intact the one he or she states to be. And 
also to verify that this method is useful for the user. 

Purpose To investigate if the behavior method for ongoing-authentication is a 
feasible solution. And also to test if this solution is secure. 

Implementation 
Evidence 

1. time to learn  
2. speed of performance 
3. rate of errors by users or system 
4. subjective satisfaction  

Frequency Once per user 

Formula Points are given depending on how good this solution performs in the 
testing, each factor of usability get one point. (If the answer is No 
then get zero point, if Yes, then get one point) 

Data Source Interviews with the users. 

Indicator This metric indicates how feasible this solution is. 

Reliability Using >30 test people could strengthen statistical reliability of the 
result 

Validity There is always the chance of human error. 

Table 11. Behavior metric table. 

3.5 User Authentication testing 

3.5.1 Type of evaluation 

The risk of using any new technology needs to be evaluated. Phillips et al in [51,p56-63] have 
defined three basic types of evaluation of biometric systems: (a) technology evaluation; (b) 
scenario evaluation; and (c) operational evaluation.  
 
Technology evaluation: The goal of a technology evaluation is to compare competing 
algorithms from a single technology. Testing of all algorithms is carried out on a standardized 
database collected by a “universal” sensor. Nonetheless, performance against this database will 
depend upon both the environment and the population in which it is collected. Consequently, the 
“Three Bears” rule 1 might be applied, attempting to create a database that is neither too difficult 
nor too easy, but is “just right” for the algorithms to be tested. Although sample or example data 
may be distributed for developmental or tuning purposes prior to the test, the actual testing must 
be done on data that has not previously been seen by algorithm developers. Testing is carried out 
using offline processing of the data. Because the database is fixed, the results of technology tests 
are repeatable. 
 

Scenario evaluation:  

The goal of scenario testing is to determine the overall system performance in a prototype or 
simulated application. Testing is carried out on a complete system in an environment that models 
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a real-world target application of interest. Each tested system will have its own acquisition sensor 
and so will receive slightly different data. Consequently, care will be required that data collection 
across all tested systems is in the same environment with the same population. Depending upon 
the data storage capabilities of each device, testing might be a combination of offline and online 
comparisons. Test results will be repeatable only to the extent that the modeled scenario can be 
carefully controlled. The evaluation of the different authentication methods performed in this 
thesis is to be considered as an operational evaluation. 
 

Operation evaluation:  

The goal of operational testing is to determine the performance of a complete biometric system in 
a specific application environment with a specific target population. Depending upon data storage 
capabilities of the tested device, offline testing might not be possible. In general, operational test 
results will not be repeatable because of unknown and undocumented differences between 
operational environments. Further, “ground truth” (i.e. who was actually presenting a “good 
faith” biometric measure) will be difficult to ascertain.  
 
In this paper, the authentication testing is used to evaluate the complete biometric system in the 
targeted operational environment, the transmission session. The primary goal is to determine if 
the performance of the complete biometric system meets the requirements of a specific 
application environment for a target population. Which means, user started the test after they 
login to their system, the performance measurement were consider as security and usability, user 
need enhanced authentication solution or method to protect their information and prevent 
information theft or threat. Thus, according to the user target and specific performance 
environment, I chose to use operation evaluation.  
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3.5.2 Test design 

The user authentication tests focus on two different methods: re-authentication and continuous 
authentication. Re-authentication is a traditional method to identify user by repeating authenticate 
during the transmission session. This means between user login and logout. Continuous 
authentication provides user ongoing authentication without interruption. 
 

 

Figure 3. Test session. 

3.5.2.1 Software and hardware 
 
For testing, researcher provides two laptops on which the biometric hardware and software 
already installed. The laptops have similar configurations, HP Compaq 6715B Laptop with built-
in fingerprint reader, a dual core Athlon 64 at 2.2 GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM and 160 GB HDD. The 
researcher reserves the right to substitute laptop with equivalent hardware specifications. The 
vendor must provide all software and peripheral equipment (including scanners, cables, etc) 
necessary for the system to function. If a user’s biometric system cannot run on the laptop 
specified above, user may provide a laptop. 

3.5.2.2 Participants  
 
The user test was run with 10 participants, all of who were experienced computer users with 
different skills and experience regarding authentication methods. The participants were chosen 
from three different software companies in Luleå. They are both employee and director. They 
represented a mix of ages, genders, educational levels and areas of professional expertise. The 
participants had to have some technical skills and computer experience, they were also required 
to use computer often in their daily everyday life, in order to be able to answer the interview 
questions. See Appendix-A. 
 
The number of participants was obviously sufficient to determine effects and difference. In [41], 
it provides no statistical method for determining the required size of the test, but the number 
should be as large as practicable. Because there are several important factors that may influence 
the decision about this number. In this case, participant is a limitation. 
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3.5.2.3 Test system 
 
The different methods made available in this papers test application are username/password, 
fingerprint and behavior biometric.  
 

3.5.2.4 Performance measurement  
 
Evaluating the performance of a biometric identification system is a challenging research topic. 
The overall performance of a biometric system is assessed in terms of its accuracy, speed, and 
storage. Several others factors, like cost and easy-of use, also affect efficiency [52]. Before start 
the testing procedure, different measurements have been studied to choose the measurement 
elements in this paper. Some typical performance measurements are summarized as follows: 
(according to how relevant they are with the test purpose). 
 

Modes of operation:  

A device may be able to operate in distinct modes. A mode of operation may have a distinct set 
of requirements and functions from other modes within the device. Understanding and fully 
characterizing all modes of operation is critical to defining the full functionality of the biometric 
device: 
 

• Uniqueness or distinctiveness of a biometric (identification accuracy) defined as a 
measure of how unique a person’s biometric is amongst a population. 

• Robustness of a biometric: defined as the stability and repeatability of the biometric. 

• Distance measure: defined as the difference between closely matching templates of a 
biometric. With inherent difference between sample and reference template caused by 
biometric, presentation, sensor, or transmission-related difference template. 

• False-match rates: defined as the rate at which the device incorrectly matches a sample 
with a reference template. 

• False non-match rates: defined as the rate at which the device rejects a rue match between 
a sample and the reference template. 

• User acceptance: a subjective determination or assessment of how the device’s 
measurement of the biometric is considered to be acceptable by an individual. 

• Recognition time: defined as the time required by the device to match a sample and 
template. 

• Public acceptability: this indicates how readily the biometric device will be accepted by 
those who use it. [53, p8-9] 

 
Consider performance evaluation selection standards and time for execution, the measurements in 
this authentication session test has chosen as: Security level and Usability [53, 54, and 55]. 
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3.6 Test procedure  

Biometric identification consists of two stages: enrollment and verification. During the 
enrollment stage, a sample of the designated biometric is acquired. Some unique characteristics 
or features of this sample are then extracted to form a biometric template for subsequent 
comparison purposes. During the verification stage, an updated biometric sample is acquired. As 
in enrollment, features of this biometric sample are extracted. These features are then compared 
with the previously generated biometric template [55, p1]. 
 
In this paper, the enrollment phase is the process of recording the user's keystrokes and mouse 
movements. Enrollment includes both training phase and verification phase. The purpose is 
capture as much as possible data in user's keystroke and mouse movements. Verification will 
show whether user get rejected by system or be authenticated. 
 

 

Figure 4. Enrollment and identification. [56] 
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3.6.1 Enrollment 

According to [14], in a biometric system a physical trait will be recorded. The recording process 
is called enrollment. This enrollment is used to create a template. A template represents a 
physical trait in a digital way. The template describes the characteristics or features of the 
physical trait based on a biometric algorithm. The algorithm is used to compare two of enrolled 
template with a new template just created in order to verifying an identity, called live template. 
The stored template and a live template are compared by the system. If the match is close enough, 
a person it verified. If the match is not close enough, a person will not be verified. 
 

• The "failure to enroll" rate is the proportion to the population for whom the system is 
unable to generate repeatable templates, referred to as FTE. 

• The "failure to acquire" rate is the proportion of attempts for which the system is unable 
to capture or locate an image of sufficient quality. 

 
The enrollment phase in this user authentication test additionally needs the registration of a 
username and password, fingerprint and behavior biometric. The username are set to be first two 
characters in the first name followed by the first two characters in the participants surname, e.g. 
Mickey Mouse gets the username: mimo. The password is set to be test2008, containing both 
letters and numbers. After the username and password registration, the participants must enroll 
their fingerprint of optional finger to complete the enrollment phase. The procedure that was used 
for testing the fingerprint authentication was conducted in the following way. The right index 
finger where scanned on 10 different persons in order to determine the reliability of the 
fingerprint scanner. Every person had his or hers fingerprint scanned 10 times within 10 minutes 
for a total of 100 scanned fingerprints. From this data is possible to determine a percentage of 
successfully scanned fingerprints. The behavior biometric will automatically start to enroll users 
behavioral since they login to the system, and then create user profile as template. 10 users have 
their own user profile, which recorded their behavioral in their system. The software was pre-
installed in each of their computer.  

3.6.2 Identification and verification 

Although there are many ways of applying a biometric method, the three principal modes of 
operation from [57, p30-40]: 
 

Confirmation of first registration 

There are many applications where individuals can obtain an advantage through the generation of 
multiple identities, e.g. payment of social security benefits and the issue of driving licenses. In 
biometric-enabled application of this type, the search algorithm uses the applicant’s template to 
make a comparison with all of the previously enrolled templates. If no templates offer a 
sufficiently close match, the user is permitted to enroll onto the database as a unique, fresh 
individual. 
 

Verification of a user’s identity 

However, the most common way of using biometric methods at present is to verify the identity of 
users. In this mode, a person makes a claim to being a specific individual, either directly by 
typing their user name or offering an identifier such as a uniquely allocated number stored on a 
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card. This identifier points to their template and a comparison is made between this template and 
the signal from the biometric reader obtained at the time of verification. If the match meets the 
security criteria of the application, the user’s identity is verified. 
 

Identification of an individual user 

In this ‘walk up’ mode, the user makes no claim of identity, minimizing the authentication 
overheads for the individual. The biometric system captures the data set of the subject (e.g. an 
image of an iris), processes the image to remove noise and extracts the distinctive features for 
comparison with the entire database of templates. The template that corresponds most closely to 
the feature set of the subject is deemed to be that of the subject and the application progresses on 
that assumption, perhaps customizing a service for that individual. For security reasons, a 
minimum level of matching ought to be set.  
 
After the enrollment, the participant was then introduced to the application. When logging on to a 
computer the user usually has to press the "Ctrl"+"Alt"+"Del"- buttons on the keyboard, to get 
the log in screen to appear. When the participant has been successfully authenticated, he/she 
answers the question regarding current authentication system. The next system to be tested is then 
selected, and the participant repeats the same procedure for all the authentication systems. When 
all systems were tested, the participant answers the summary questions (See Appendix-A). For 
behavior biometric test, the user's template was captured by system during a learning process 
(See Appendix-C).  
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3.7 Security evaluation 

In this chapter, a security evaluation of the different authentication systems tested depends on 
whether or not different security mechanisms are implemented. The different authentication 
methods are discussed and evaluated according to implemented security mechanisms. The scores 
of the evaluation of the different authentication systems according to the defined security metrics 
are shows below:  
 

1. Re-authentication (done with a frequency, repeating process): Username + password and 
fingerprint 

2. Continuous authentication (done all the time, no interruption): Behavior biometric 

3.7.1 Username and password 

Both username and password are in the ‘knows’- category, and “are therefore easy to lend away 
and become a target of guessing and brute force attacks. The biggest problem of ‘good’ 

passwords is that users forget them easily. Asking a user to recall a single user id and password 

for one system may seem reasonable, but with proliferation of passwords, users are increasingly 

unable to cope with.” [58, p122] To be secure, i.e. not to be guessable, a password must be a 
random combination of numbers, symbols and letters. Unfortunately, these types of passwords 
are more difficult for people to remember than e.g. names or associative words. 
 
It is not possible to remember all well-generated, secure and different passwords on every 
system, and the consequence is that one has to write them down according to [25]. “In addition to 
the structure of the password, important questions are the storage and encryption of the 

password. Passwords and PI?s can be hacked, guessed or lent away, and secure tokens can be 

lost or lent away. In addition to these factors, one has the cost when a password needs to be reset 

or changed and the help desk or network administrator has to be contacted.” [59, p1] 
 
The report from the Gartner Group proclaims that “it will cost from $14to $25 for a corporate 
help desk to reset an employee's password, further more an employee is most like to forget 

his/her password an average of four times in a year. When the cost of resetting a password is 

applied to thousands of employee it becomes astronomical.” [60, p64] 

3.7.2 Fingerprint 

The fingerprint reader comes with a laptop doesn’t say anything about the cryptographic 
algorithm used or size of encryption keys. In [61], it’s mentioned that, there is no convincing 
evidence that can prove that fingerprint scanners can recognize whether if there is a real finger or 
artificial finger. It gives advice that one should not use the fingerprint method as proof of 
presence. Fingerprint scanners are less secure when it compares with other biometric methods. It 
can be stolen without that the owner can notice it or prevent it happens.  

Otherwise, because of some person or a small group of people has few trait or feature with their 
fingerprint, it will be very difficult to capture their fingerprint’s image. In the past several years, 
since many criminal records have been using fingerprints, it has affected people’s acceptance to 
use it in daily life. 
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3.7.3 Behavior biometric  

It is relatively easy to get a copy of the user’s biometric characteristics. People leave fingerprints 
on everything they touch, and a picture of the user’s face can be easily taken without the user’s 
consent. Similarly other biometric characteristics can be obtained; there are only few exceptions 
such as the image of the user’s retina where it is difficult or impossible to obtain biometric data 
without the user’s consent. Even so, the biometric data could be for example misused by an 
administrator of a biometric system against another biometric system where the user is also 
enrolled. It is also difficult to find out that the biometric data has been disclosed or captured by 
someone else (in comparison with e.g. a lost or stolen token).  
 

Biometric Strengths Weakness Usability 

Iris Very stable over 
time 
Uniqueness 

Potential user 
resistance 
Requires user 
training 
Dependant on a 
single vendor’s 
technology 

Information security access 
control, especially for 
Federal Institutions and 
government agencies 
Physical access control (FIs 
and government)Kiosks 
(ATMs and airline tickets) 

Fingerprint Most mature 
biometric 
technology  
Accepted reliability 
Many vendors 
Small template 
(less than 500 
bytes) Small 
sensors that can be 
built into mice, 
keyboards or 
portable devices 

Physical contact 
required (a problem 
in some cultures) 
Association with 
criminal justice 
Vendor 
incompatibility 
Hampered by 
temporary physical 
injury 

IS access control 
Physical access control  
Automotive 

Optical Most proven over 
time 
Temperature stable 

Large physical size 
Latent prints 
CCD coating 
erodes with age 
Durability 
unproven 
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Biometric Strengths Weakness Usability 

Silicon Small physical size  
Cost is declining 

Requires careful 
enrollment 
Unproven in sub 
optimal conditions 

  

Ultrasound Most accurate in 
sub optimal 
conditions 

New technology, 
few 
implementations  
Unproven long 
term performance 

  

Voice Good user 
acceptance 
Low training 
Microphone can be 
built into PC or 
mobile device 

Unstable over time 
Changes with time, 
illness stress or 
injury 
Different 
microphones 
generate different 
samples 
Large template 
unsuitable for 
recognition 

Mobile phones  
Telephone banking and other 
automated call centers 
 
 
 
 

Signatures High user 
acceptance 
Minimal training 

Unstable over time 
Occasional erratic 
variability 
Changes with 
illness, stress or 
injury 
Enrollment takes 
times 

Portable devices with stylus 
input 
Applications where a “wet 
signature” ordinarily would 
be used. 

Face Universally present Cannot distinguish 
identical siblings 
Religious or 
cultural 
prohibitions 

Physical access control 
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Biometric Strengths Weakness Usability 

Hand Small template 
(approximately 10 
bytes)  
Low failure to 
enroll rate 
Unaffected by skin 
condition 

Physical size of 
acquisition device 
Physical contact 
required 
Juvenile finger 
growth 
Hampered by 
temporary physical 
injury 

Physical access control  
Time and attendance 

Retina Stable over time 
Uniqueness 

Requires user 
training and 
cooperation 
High user 
resistance 
Slow read time 
Dependent on a 
single vendor’s 
technology 

·IS access control, especially 
for high security government 
agencies 
Physical access control 
(same as IS access control) 

Table 12. Strengths, Weaknesses and Usability of Biometrics. [7] 

 

Attack  Security problem Prevalence  Attack description 

Forged biometric 
trait 

Masquerade as 
someone else 

Physical  Attacker makes a copy of the 
user’s physical trait and 
presents the copy to the 
biometric sensor 

Replay user 
behavior 

Masquerade as 
someone else 

Physical  Attacker records the user’s 
behavioral trait and replays it 
for the biometric sensor 
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Attack  Security problem Prevalence  Attack description 

Biometric 
interception  

Masquerade as 
someone else 

Common  Attacker sniffs a victim’s 
biometric sensor reading or 
signature while being 
transmitted between devices, 
invading the user’s privacy 

Biometric 
signature replay 

Masquerade as 
someone else 

Common  Attacker replays a biometric 
sensor reading or signature so 
that it is treated as having 
been collected from the 
actual person  

Table 13. Biometrics attack summary. [25, p69] 

 
 
Biometric identification systems use physical feature or human behavioral to authenticate a 
person's identity; it gives greater security than password, and not so easy to get stolen as a smart 
card. The feature of user can be stored on a template database. However, sometimes it fails to be 
exact enough for identification. Another disadvantage of using only one feature is that the chosen 
feature is not always readable. In [62], the author used three different methods as a multimodal 
identification system. It helped BioID (a dialog communication systems) reach a much better 
accuracy than a single biometric authentication method. 
 
Another attempt that grew from the ideas mentioned is the keystroke dynamics technique. 
Keystroke dynamics is the process of analyzing the way a user types at a terminal, by monitoring 
the keyboard inputs thousands of times per second in an attempt, to identify users based on 
habitual typing rhythm patterns [63]. In 1990 Joyce and Gupta [64] showed that keystroke 
rhythm is a good sign of identity. Otherwise, in [65] and [66], the most research done on 
keystroke dynamics since, has been based upon this work. Different approaches attempted have 
varied from extremely complex to very simple. Time between start and end of a specific word, 
such as the, and total time to write username, gave quite promising results, and made way for 
content free authentication. 
 
Joyce and Gupta in [65] claimed that the problem of recognizing a given pattern as belonging to a 
particular person, even after exhaustive search through a large database, or by simply comparing 
the pattern with a single authentication template, could be formulated within a statistical decision 
theory. Their testing methodology based on a training set resulted in a classifier used for 
recognition, Euclidean Distance Measures– "similarity" based on the distance between the pattern 
vectors. The problem with keystroke recognition is that unlike non-static biometrics (such as 
voice) there are no known features or feature transformations which are dedicated solely to 
carrying discriminating information. “Keystroke dynamics is a strongly behavioral, learnt 
biometric.”[65] But the problem is that, when user get older then it will affect its accuracy, since 
the system might not recognize user by their behavior, movement or action while they typing on 
computer. There are two main approaches for analyze keystroke: static or active authentication. 
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But both of approaches requires authenticate characteristics at specific times. It can not offer a 
continuous security.  Passive or continuous monitoring will create a substantial performance 
overhead compared to the active approach, but adds a level of security through being able to 

detect user substitution and session high jacking.” [65, p312] 
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Chapter 4 Results and analysis 

 

The performance of continuous authentication system can analyzed from viewpoints of the users. 
Users are most concerned about everyday usability and security of the system. They want to 
protect their own information, or information from companies. When analyzing and testing, it is 
very important to have a proper amount of data. Profiles from 10 users were observed during the 
testing phase. In the security testing, the higher points represent higher security level. The 
measurements were defined and shown in security metric table. In the usability testing, the points 
are given depending on how good this solution performs in the testing. If the answer is No then 
get zero point, means it is not difficult for user to use or perform; if Yes, then get one point. The 
higher points the user gives the lower usability it shows.  

4.1 Username and password 

The result from the security testing of the username and password approach got one point from 
livness testing, zero point from tamper resistance/secure communication. And it got one point 
from traditional authentication. From usability testing, username and password got one point 
from time to learn, because users often get password and username from work, and they are often 
hard to remember, so user need to write them down to remember them. More secure password 
requires a longer random mixed string of number, letters and other special characters. Most of the 
time users can login successfully, which give zero point to speed of performance. Users think it 
was more than usable enough for use at home and in an industrial context. They believed that 
username and password is the poorest method in security authentication.  

Username and password is one of the oldest and most commonly used security mechanisms. It 
authenticate the user by requiring him to produce a secret, which known only to him and to the 
authenticator, or, if one-way encryption used, known only to him. One problem with this 
approach is that it is easy become a target of a password-guessing attack, or susceptible to brute 
force attacks. But the real problem is that if one user with several accounts uses the same 
password on several accounts, the attacker only needs to guess it once. And since this user has the 
same password on several accounts the attacker can use the same password to access many 
different accounts.  

80% of the users always keep same password, and the length of password is mostly between 5-9 
characters long. Traditional password systems contains many design features intended to make 
attacks as hard as possible, but when they try to increase the security at the same time they make 
the system harder to use.  

“Human short-term memory can, on average, remember between five and nine things of a 
particular kind: letters, digits, words, or other well-recognized categories. While there are 

techniques for improving one's memory, they are difficult to learn and require constant practice 

to retain. Strong passwords simply aren't practical if they required specialized training to use 

correctly. The techniques do not necessarily provide the strongest possible secrets, but they are 

within to reach for people's abilities.” [25, p159] 
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4.2 Fingerprint 

The result of security testing shows that, most of the users gave one point to livness testing, 
tamper resistance, secure communication and traditional authentication. The fingerprint reader 
was encrypted.  Living persons performed the tests. 69.7% of the users meant the security of 
fingerprint was excellent for use at home and work. The results from the usability tests showed 
that the users needed more or less time to learn how to use the system. Some needed a little more 
effort than others, but most users found it easy to learn, so it got zero points for livness. Using 
fingerprint users can login quickly, so the speed of performance is good, and got it zero points. 
One user wasn’t even able to login successfully, and the rest of users on average needed more 
than three times to login successfully. So the subjective satisfaction and rate of errors by user or 
system got one point each. The users preferred to use it at home rather than at work. 

In [3], it is mentioned that physical contact is required in association with criminal justice, this 
could be a problem due to vendor incompatibility or if the person is hampered by temporary 
physical injury. Fingerprint is the most mature biometric technology; it’s accepted, reliable and 
many vendors make systems. It has a small template (less than 500 bytes) and small sensors that 
can be built into mice, keyboards or portable devices can be used. But from the result of usability, 
fingerprint still have some outline problem. 

A typical live-scan fingerprint will contain 30-40 minutiae. Other systems analyze tiny sweat 
pores on the finger, which, in the same way as the minutiae’s, are uniquely positioned. Finger 
scanning is not immune to environmental disturbance. As the image is captured when the finger 
is touching the scanner device it is possible that dirt, condition of the skin, the pressure and 
alignment of the finger all affect the quality of fingerprint [65]. When capturing the fingerprint 
image directly from the fingertip, for “live-scan”, four main techniques are available accordingly 
to [67]: 

 

• Optical image capture typically involves a light source, which is refracted trough a prism. 
Users place a finger on a glass surface known as platen. Light shines on the parts of the 
fingertip touching the glass and the formed image is captured. 

• Tactile or thermal techniques use sophisticated silicon chip sensitive to pressure or heat to 
capture the finger image. Thermal image maps also heat pattern details that are below the 
surface adding the accuracy rejecting artificial finger mock-ups. 

• Capacitance silicon sensors measure electrical charges and give an electrical signal from 
the areas where the finger ridges are touching the sensor surface. No signal is generated 
by the valleys. 

• Ultrasound image capture. 
 
Finger scanning is suitable to both one-to-one verification and one-to-many identification 
schemes. “In addition of live-scans, images collected from criminal suspects and crime scenes, 
known as latent can be added to the database. As the system has been in use for some time now 

databases have grown very large. For example FBI database contains approximately 70 million 

fingerprints.” [68, p2]  
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In some cases fingerprint verification could protect confidential computer data. But according to 
[69], it is advised to use of this kind of verification only in combination with a token, for example 
a smart card, on which the user's template is stored. This prevents unnoticed access by someone 
who is using a dummy as template, with which the scanned finger is compared. The security level 
of the combination of fingerprint verification and smart card should be compared to 
username/password security. The former can be considered more user-friendly.  
During the fingerprint testing, the environment factor could affect the test result. Other factors 
that affected the test result was; the weather and the fact that people are individually different 
(different amount of sweat and body oil) and such things. Also the fingerprint scanners quality 
and interface did affect the test results. 

 

4.3 Behavior biometric        

 Figure 5. Continuous authentication. 

 
The result from security testing shows that, 61.8% of the users think that the security of behavior 
biometric was excellent. Users gave two points to the advanced tamper resistance, and two points 
to the multiple authentication methods, and one point to secure communication. 
 
The usability test result shows that, 78% user think had no or little effort to use it. Users did not 
need to memorize any information in order to login, so there is no time to learn, and thus got zero 
point. The software requires capturing user’s behavior at the beginning phase. So it got one point 
from speed of performance. The 61.8% of the users ranked it as having excellent security. 
Continuous authentication can authenticate users by two different methods. Both of these 
methods are encrypted and since there are two methods they will bring more accuracy result for 
the login process that one would. 79% of the users think that the usability is good. The purpose of 
continuous authentication intends not to interrupt user’s normal behavior when they interact with 
the computer. Also, even if a user forgets to logout from system, the software will still 
monitoring the system and authenticate other users or no user if the computer is not used. The test 
result shows that the system can authenticate determine if the user has changed in 5 seconds. User 
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gives highest score for usability, because they do not like get interrupt during the working 
process. Neither did they need to remember anything. Many biometric systems require hardware 
for sampling collection. The utilization of biometrics technology however, has so far been limited 
to identity verification in authentication and access control systems [70]. A popular biometrics 
system, which escapes some of these limitations, is keystroke dynamics biometrics [71]. 
Keystroke dynamics doesn’t require special hardware device for data collection (a regular 
keyboard is enough), and under certain circumstances can be used for dynamic monitoring [72]. 
 
“The traditional keystroke technology, however, doesn’t allow passive monitoring: the user is 
required to type a predefined word or set of words that is used to identify him. However, fulfills 

all the characteristics required for intrusion detection since it allows passive, dynamic, and real-

time monitoring of users, and it simply requires a standard computer mouse for data collection. 

Actually, mouse and keystroke dynamics are complementary biometrics. While a mouse is very 

important for graphical user interface (GUI) –based applications, a keyboard is essential for 

command –line based applications. So our objective is to combine these two technologies in a 

common detector. In this respect, we have adapted the traditional keystroke technology by 

addressing issues such as passive and dynamic monitoring” [52, p247] 
 
The use of multimodal biometric system has already been represented in different books and 
papers [73]: a unimodal biometric system is usually more cost-efficient than a multimodal 
biometric system. However, it may not always be applicable in a given domain because of 
unacceptable performance and inability to operate on a large user population. A multimodal 
biometric system can overcome, to a certain extent, these limitations. The multimodal approach 
can increase the reliability of the decisions made by a biometric system. Finally, a multimodal 
biometric system is generally more robust to fraudulent technologies, because it is more difficult 
to forge multiple biometric characteristics than to forge a single biometric characteristic. 
 
In the behavior biometric test result, see Appendix-C, the system in this test had the software that 
made the biometric authentication pre-installed. This software capture the users use of the 
keyboard and the mouse, the system did remember how the users behaved during the time they 
used the laptop. During the learning process of the software, the software where trying to capture 
user’s behavior to use it later to identify the user. So the sample of user behavior data was 0% 
during this process. After the software learning process another user tried to use the laptop, and 
the system logged him out after five seconds. 
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4.4 Security and usability ranking of the systems  

 

System  Security  Usability  

Username+ 
Password 

4 3 

Fingerprint 3 1 

Behavior  
biometric  

4 4 

Table 14. Security and usability ranking of the systems. 

The points from both security and usability testing were collected from each factor and test 
evidence. The security and usability evidence and elements were pre-introduced to users. More 
details regarding the evidence and elements for testing were presented in Chapter 3.  
 

4.4.1 Security testing result 

In the security testing, the higher score or points were given for solutions that can offer higher 
security for the users. 
 

Username and password 
Got one point from the livness testing evidence and got zero points in tamper resistance, security 
communication and traditional authentication.  
 
Fingerprint 

Got one point from livness testing evidence and one point from the tamper resistance testing. 
This since it is moderate; one point in secure communication because it is encrypted; and one 
point from traditional authentication.  
 

Behavior biometric 

Got one point for livness testing, because it is multiple methods which could make attack 
difficult; two points from tamper resistance, because it is advanced level. In the secure 
communication, it got one point because both of biometric methods are encrypted and combine 
used in the transmission session. 
 

4.4.2 Usability testing result 

In the usability testing, the higher score or points means lower usability it can offer, and makes 
users difficult to perform the verification process. 
 

Username and password 
Username and password requires users to memorize the certain information so it got one point 
according to time to learn. If users could not remember or type the username and password 
correctly, then the system will log them out. So it got one point in speed of performance. 
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Volunteers hoping this method can more easy to use, but improve security in order to against 
with attack, such as password guessing. But this method still is well used and accepted by users, 
since not often happens errors, so user gave zero point on last evidence. 
 

Fingerprint 

It got zero point in the first three evidences, because it is not hard to learn, the speed of 
performance is good, and users do not need to memorize any certain information. But the 
environment affect, the fingerprint scanner interface etc outline condition could cause errors, so it 
got one point for errors by system or user. 
 

Behavior biometric 
There is no effort to use or learn this method, because it can capture user’s behavior and 
movement during their daily work while they using computer. It got one point in speed of 
performance, because at the beginning phase, the software and system takes time to learn user’s 
behavior, for get more stable and accuracy information and create user sample. Volunteers 
willing to use this method in the future, but they also concern about how secure it could brings to 
them, so it got one point in subjective satisfaction. In the system and/or software learning phase, 
it happened system logout user in the middle of using computer. So it got one point in the rate of 
errors evidence. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion and conclusion 

 
The user authentication testing followed the test methodology and the results will be discussed in 
this chapter.  During the testing the following was found and defined: 
 
Continuous authentication is an enhanced authentication method that can improve the current 
security level by avoiding user’s failure from them. It can authenticate a user during the whole 
time while they are using the system. Continuous authentication means to authenticate the user all 
the time and every second.  Once a user is logged in to the system, it doesn’t mean that he or she 
is the one he or she claims to be all the time.  
 
Online banking and e-business is a growing part of today’s way of life. To protect this kind of 
systems and their information is becoming more and more important both for the single 
individual user using the systems and the organizations that provide them. One part of this is to 
correctly identify who the user of such system really is all the time during a transmission session 
and to provide this user with the right type of access level. Continuous authentication could 
accomplish this requirement by continuously monitoring and authenticate the user every second 
of the transmission session. By doing this it will add an additional security layer that there is a 
lack of in today’s systems. 
 
Compared with a traditional method such as user’s re-authentication in a transmission session, 
which is often is performed once at start of the session and then repeated during the whole 
session. Because of the following facts: 
 

1. Where existing token-based products, such as passwords and smart cards can be 
copied or stolen. Which means that after the login process, the system will not give 
any guarantee about the authorized user will be the one sitting in front of the computer 
while it’s being used. Continuous authentication is monitoring the user every second, 
by doing this it can avoid an unauthorized user to steal the computer or access the 
system when the authorized user not in front of computer at a moment. The protection 
is always active and can’t be manipulated by the user. It will increase the security in 
the daily work on computers from unauthorized usage.  

2. Nor a firewall, encryption or other common security technologies can stop failure 
from users themselves. Any users, employee, or temporary employees may bring 
threats, such as if they forget to logout from the system.  

 
The behavior biometric continuous authentication not only presented an ongoing process without 
interrupting the users. But it also brings or extend to use the theory multimodal authentication to 
the transmission session to enhance authenticate user’s identity. Add extra layering in physical 
safety and implemented continuous authentication can make a strong authentication and more 
securely protect the information. The study of multimodal authentication concept have emerge 
the benefit of theory and contribute for this thesis. A multimodal biometric method could 
examine user in two ways at same time, which brings more security and accuracy to the 
authentication process. It increases the identity confidence, any unauthorized user that previously 
could access a computer with confidential information, either by stolen password, logging in with 
stolen credentials or accessing a logged on computer, can now be stopped and thereby preventing 
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the intrusion while it is happening. A human behavioral pattern consists of a variety of different 
unique “semi-behaviors”; all mixed together into a larger an utterly more unique profile. The use 
of multimodal biometric in transmission session, have adds another layer which closer to 
confidential information than access management, the human itself. Nevertheless, I think 
analyzing continuous authentication alone is not sufficient for a stand-alone user authentication 
system. 
 
Adding an extra layering in the physical safety and implementing continuously authentication can 
make way for a stronger authentication and help to protect information. As the result from many 
authors’ research, a multimodal biometric method could examine user in two ways at same time, 
which could bring a more secure and accurate authentication method than of what we are used to 
today. For example, an unauthorized user that previously could access a computer with 
confidential information, either by stolen password, logging in with stolen credentials or 
accessing a logged on computer, can by using a multimodal biometric authentication method be 
stopped and thereby preventing the intrusion while it is happening. The behavior biometric 
continuously authentication method not only presented an ongoing process without interrupting 
the users, but it also brings a multimodal authentication method to the transmission session to 
enhance authentication for the user's identity. Nevertheless, I want point out that analyzing 
continuous authentication alone is not sufficient for a stand-alone user authentication system.  
 
The testing was expected to have more users, because then the work would benefit from having 
more samples. The accuracy will improve with more samples, to obtain more accurate profiles, 
which would result in more trust worthy results. The future work in the biometric research and 
testing could be more widely and depths, such as a false reject error, cost, hardware, and privacy. 
The control condition and by using more authentication methods also could be considered in the 
future test. The testing result shows a multimodal authentication method that could be used for a 
continuously authenticate process. But behind the software or solution, it still requires algorithm 
research in depth in order to improve the accuracy for identifying a computer user.  
 

Challenges for continuous authentication and future research 

 
In future research user acceptance, level of security, cost and maintenance, I think it is the main 
challenges. The next step would be to put more attention to the check security level, to do more 
testing such as false rate error testing etc in order to get a more accurate result in the research area. 
At my time at BehavioSec there was a newspaper there and they also had questions like “How 
good security can your solution provide?” and “How do you measure the security level of your 
software?” These kinds of questions would be a good start for future research. In this report I 
have done an operational evaluation, in future research other types of evaluation such as 
technology and scenario evaluation would provide other important data. 
 
When it comes to usability testing, I would like to observe more users using different languages 
to see how user’s behavior will change when using a different language, even within the same 
application. This would most likely make the work of profiling the users harder for the 
authentication method. Another problem would be the introduction of new applications, which 
would require some time for the system to learn the user’s behavior. During this time the user is 
not authenticated so it needs to be performed in a controlled environment.  
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It would also be interesting to investigate and test other solutions for biometric multimodal 
authentication methods then the one that is covered in this thesis work. BehavioSecs solution 
only covers the combination of keystrokes and mouse movements. And this is just one solution, 
thus it would be of great value to look into other, different solutions, and investigate the strengths 
and weaknesses of them as well. Another possibility is also to investigate if it is possible to use a 
combination of different methods to achieve a better performance. 
 
User acceptance is another important aspect to cover in a future research. It’s a good idea to test 
the user acceptance is since a user might be concerned about the cost for updating or maintaining 
the new software that is needed. Companies and organizations users typically uses many different 
applications in a given day, this means that the authentication system needs to capture or record 
lots of user data/profiles and store and maintain this data in a database. With this comes a cost to 
maintain and even make sure that this data is stored in a safe way.  

 

There is also the question of how to measure the performance of a continuous authentication 
method. People always want to know how secure something really is. To investigate what’s the 
best way of measure this is something that is worth looking in to. In this thesis I have taken the 
user’s point of view and concentrating on the usability and the security concerning them. 
Companies and clients that are interested in this kind of authentication system want a way to 
measure how secure something really is. 
 
Last but not least, there are still lots of potential threats from external and internal factors. 
Security is a process, not a product, and computer security is everyone’s responsibility.  
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Appendixes  

A. Interview question and feedback notes 

Definitions: 

• Re-authentication: identify user repeat, with interruption 

• Continuous authentication: identify user continuously without interruption, it is not a repeat 
process 

• Usability are refers to: 
Time to learn, speed of performance, rate of errors by user or system and subjective   

satisfaction 

Question part 1 

System 1 Username and password 

1. Login 

a. Was the login successful? 
¤ Yes ¤ No 

b. Did you find the login procedure easy? 
Easy  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5 Hard 
 

2. Conclusions 

a. Do you think it is possible to use similar login system in an intranet or industrial 
context? 
i. Regarding security: 

Not correct  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5  Correct 
ii. Regarding usability: 

Not correct  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5  Correct 
b. Do you think this login system can be implemented for home use, e.g. for use in online 
gambling or banking, or similar services including sensitive information or money 
transactions? 
i. Regarding security: 

Not correct  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5  Correct 
ii. Regarding usability: 

Not correct  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5  Correct 
 

3. How long time do you usually set you screensaver to? 

  (0-4)  (5-9)  (10-14) (15+) 

 

4. How many times you need to re-login during a day? 

  (0-4)  (5-9)  (10-14) (15+) 

 

5. What’s the reasons that you need to leave your computer? 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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6. What’s the length of your password? What kind of password you usually use? Birthday? 

<ame? Pet's name etc. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

7. How often do you change your password ? Do you use the same password with all your 

count ? Bank, chatting messenger, email? 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

System 2 Fingerprint 

 

1. Is there any problems for you when you use fingerprint for login? 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

2. Login 

a. Was the login successful? 
¤ Yes ¤ No 

b. Did you find the login procedure easy? 
Easy  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5 Hard 

3. Conclusions 

a. Do you think it is possible to use similar login system in an intranet or industrial 
context? 
i. Regarding security: 

Not correct  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5  Correct 
ii. Regarding usability: 

Not correct  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5  Correct 
b. Do you think this login system can be implemented for home use, e.g. for use in online 
gambling or banking, or similar services including sensitive information or money 
transactions? 
i. Regarding security: 

Not correct  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5  Correct 
ii. Regarding usability: 

Not correct  ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5  Correct 

4. Subjective satisfaction 

a. What is your personal opinion regarding the use of biometrics in a login procedure, e.g. 
fingerprint, voice recognition? 

Useless ¤1 ¤2 ¤3 ¤4 ¤5 Excellent 
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7. Rank the systems tested, from 1 to 6, where 1 is the best. Rank with regard of security, 

usability, home use or for use at work. 

 

System  Security  Usability  At work Home to use 

Username+pass
word 

    

Fingerprint      

Behavio 
biometric 

    

 

8. Do you have any previous experience from similar systems? If yes, mark the 

corresponding cell in the matrix. 

 

System  Work  Home use 

Username+password   

Fingerprint    

Behavio biometric   

Question part 2 

System 3 Behavior biometric system  

 

1. How often do you leave your office?  

 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

2. For how long time do you usually leave your office? In average? <umber of minutes. 

(0-4)  (5-9)  (10-14) (15+19) (15-20) (21+) 

 

3.  How many times is the maximum you want to login during a day? 

(0-4)  (5-9)  (10-14) (15+19) (15-20) (21+) 
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4. When you leave your office, will you keep your computer on or turn it off every time? 

   (On)  (Off) 

5. What’s the maximum length of a password that you can remember? 

(0-4)  (5-9)  (10-14) (15+19) (15-20) (21+) 
 

6. Do you prefer re-authentication or continuous authentication? Why?  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

7. What do you think about fingerprint authentication? Easy to use or hard? Do you have 

laptop with fingerprint scanner for login? 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

8. What do you think about continuous authentication is? 

 

·Ease of use   Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
·Accuracy   Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
·User friendless Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
·Security level  Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
·Usability                    Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
 

9. What do you think about re-authentication? 

 

·Ease of use   Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
·Accuracy   Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
·User friendless Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
·Security level  Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
·Usability                    Bad   1 2 3 4 5   Good 
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B. Fingerprint application 

 
 

 

Figure 6. Fingerprint application-1. 
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Figure 7. Fingerprint application-2. 
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C. Result from behavior biometric test  

 
Behavior biometric (which present continuous authentication) 
 

 

Figure 8. Continuous authentication-1 (unauthorized user). 

 

Figure 9. Continuous authentication-2. 
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Figure 10. Continuous authentication-3. 

 

Figure 11. Continuous authentication-4(authenticated user). 
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Figure 12. Continuous authentication-5 (enrollment process, system learning user behavioral 

through mouse movement and keystrokes). 

 

Figure 13. Continuous authentication-6(authenticated user). 
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Figure 14. Continuous authentication-7 (unauthorized user, system logout user). 




